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Library Moving Day . . . On October 17, students,
faculty, staff, and even a feiv assorted wives, joined
together to transfer 75,000 books from the old library
to the new one. Boxes of books went out of windows by
chutes, were moved across the campus by tractors and
wagons, and ivent by conveyer-belt to the upper floor
of the Chalmers Library. There were also walking lines
for folio volumes and other items difficult to pack.. The
job, which was expected to take all day, ivas substan
tially completed by mid-afternoon.
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On the Hill

IN THIS NUMBER
THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES IN THE
POLITICAL PROCESS
Henry J. Abraham

C LOSE ON THE HEELS OF THE COMPLETION AND

dedication of Philip Mather Science Hall and the still newer Chalmers Library comes
further building news from President Lund which will be of interest to our alumni.
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ON THE COVER

Ascension Hall: the south facade. Photo
graph by Ed Nano, Cleveland. Other
photographs in this number are from D.
Garverick Studio, Mount Vernon, O.;
Philip Hummel, '23, Shaker Heights, O.;
Ward Gordon, '53, Summit, N.J.; Robert
Davis, '50, Mount Clemens, A\ich.; and
Office of Information, Ohio University,
Athens.

At its October meeting, Kenyon's board of trustees approved, in principal, plans
for immediate construction of a freshman dormitory and a greatly needed dining
addition to Peirce Hall. Necessary funds for the dining addition and for a major
part of the cost of the dormitory will come from federal H.H.F.A. loans, to be
amortized from revenues the buildings themselves will produce through room rents
and board fees. A $100,000 gift from the George Gund Foundation will apply
toward the cost of the dormitory, but some additional funds are still being sought
in order to limit the loan applicable to that building. Groundbreaking on both
projects could come very shortly. Your next copy of the Bulletin should have
further details and architects' sketches (initial design work has already been com
pleted by the George S. Rider Company of Cleveland).
Meanwhile, let's pause and note the "bricks and mortar" changes to date on the
Kenyon landscape, the major ones sparked by your support of the recent $1,800,000
development campaign—remembering that all of this is still Phase One of the
originally announced ten-year program.
Were you to walk today through the campus and village you would see that the
completion of new buildings has already enabled the College to tear down other
edifices to which it has not pointed with pride. Gone are the last of three wooden
barracks on the grounds directly behind Bexley Hall. Gone is the wooden barracks
on Ward St. behind Norton Hall. Gone is the R.O.T.C. frame building which
stood on the hillside below the Speech Building (R.O.T.C. is now quartered in
the basement of the new Mather Hall). Gone by the time you read this will be
the Library Annex which has stood for too long on the south side of Rosse Hall
(spared by maintenance department axes, it will be moved virtually intact down
the hill behind Old Kenyon to where it will serve as a useful addition to the
maintenance staff facilities). Its former site will be graded to provide a gradual
slope between Rosse and the new Mather Hall. Gone too is the dingy, musty Rosse
Hall basement of old; in its place has emerged a cheerful new home for the music
and art departments. Upstairs in Rosse, a new accoustical ceiling and new lavatory
facilities (given anonymously last year) immeasurably improve that hall's utility.
Kenyon's varsity teams no longer must wearily climb the hill to undress in the
locker rooms that were Rosse Hall's basement; completion of the south wing of
Wertheimer Field House just a year ago provides expanded facilities for both
home and visiting teams. The football team has just completed its first season on
its impressive new McBride Field.
Across Middle Path from the Chalmers Library—Kenyon's crown jewel (a
sparkling one at night, when lights burn bright and late)—the sound of hammer
and saw can already be heard in the old library building. Preparations are under
way to move there a number of College offices at present situated in the basement
and on the first floor of Ascension. The space gained in Ascension will provide
more room for faculty offices and classrooms. Business manager Samuel Lord and
his maintenance staff deserve our thanks for carrying out these many improvements.
And what of present student housing? Twelve short years ago Old Kenyon,
destroyed by that disastrous fire, was rebuilt as Kenyon's newest dormitory. Since
then, two freshman dormitories have been erected (1953); Leonard and Hanna
have been rebuilt inside (1961) ; Bexley Hall has been extensively renovated (1959)
and a new dormitory for seminarians constructed (1956), and houses (1956) and
apartments (1962) for married seminarians have gone up.
Withal, the face of 138-year-old Kenyon is still mellow. And now, once
again, Old Kenyon has the distinction of being our oldest dormitory, if no longer
our oldest building.
—Brent Tozzer, Jr., '39, Alumni Secretary
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The Supreme Court of the United States
Political Process
in
IN ORDER TO COMPREHEND THE EBB AND FLOW OF THE
political struggle in the United States, it is necessary to keep in mind that the
American democracy is based, at least institutionally, upon the concept of the
separation of powers, duly modified hv that of the attendant checks and bal
ances. At times, the former, and to a much lesser extent the latter, may be
considerably more of a theoretical than a practical phenomenon; but separation
of powers represents an omnipresent, and not infrequently an omnipotent, as
pect of the governmental process in the United States. It is one of the two or
three cardinal characteristics of what to many an observer, domestic as well as
foreign, have been the mysteries of American politics . . . mysteries which have
prompted some to quote the poet Arthur Guiterman:
Providence, that watches over children, drunks, and fools,
With silent miracles and other esoterics,
Continues to suspend the ordinary rules.
And takes care of the United States of America.
That, however appealing and attractively facile it may be, is hardly a satis
factory explanation of the problem. The presence of the separation of powers,
and its checks and balances, are of the problem's very essence. Indeed, the his
tory of the United States has been characterized by a rather persistent and
more r less continuous battle between the three "separated" branches, the
Executive, the Legislature, and—to a somewhat smaller degree—the Judiciary,
to attain a position of dominance, if not finite control, in the American political
system.
The chief weapon at the disposal of the Supreme Court of the United
States in this struggle has been its overriding power of judicial review. Briefly
stated, judicial review is the power of any court to hold unconstitutional and
hence unenforceable any law, any official action based upon it, and any illegal
action by a public official that it deems—upon careful, normally painstaking re
flection, and in line with the canons of the taught tradition of the law as
well as judicial self-restraint—to be in conflict with the Basic Law, in the United
States its Constitution. In other words, in invoking the power of judicial review,
a court applies the superior of two laws, which at the level of the federal

BY HENRY J. ABRAHAM

judiciary of the United states signifies the Constitution instead
of the legislative statute or some action by a public official
allegedly or actually based upon the latter.
For reasons presently to be developed, the Supreme Court
has rarely invoked this great power. Of some 63,000 public
and private laws passed by the United States Congress, the
Supreme Court has struck down as unconstitutional only 89
provisions in 82 or 83 (depending upon one's count) of these
laws. Some 700 itale laws and provisions of state constitutions,
on the other hand, have run wholly or partly afoul of that
judicial checkmate since 1789 but we are here concerned pri
marily with the problem on the national level. We should
note that after the famous decision in Marbury p. Madison *
in which Mr. ( hicf Justice John Marshall "established" the
doctrine of judicial review, no other federal legislation was
declared unconstitutional by his Court during the remaining
thirty-two of his long tenure of thirty-four years. (The Circuit
Court for the District of Columbia did strike down, two to
one, a congressional statute relating to judicial fees only six
months after Marbury in the Benjamin More case.)1 But, as
we shall see, the Marshall Court wielded immense power and,
guided by the dominant figure of the Chief Justice, did more
than either of the two other branches to make the young
United States a strong, vigorous, powerful nation, and its
Constitution a living, effective, elastic basic law. Not until
Mr. Chief Justice Taney's crucial decision in Dred Scott v. San•
fr,rdx in 1837 was another federal statute struck down by the
Supreme ( ourt; and the greatest crisis evoked by the power
of the Court did not arrive until, dominated by the doctrinaire
conservatives among the "Nine Old Men," it declared uncon
stitutional no less than thirteen New Deal laws in 1935-36.
Since that time only six provisions of congressional statutes
have fallen all between 1943 and I960. And all of these did
so because they infringed personal liberties safeguarded under
the Constitution, with three involving actions by the military
authorities who proceeded under legislatives enabling acts.

II
THI Machtkampf AMONG THE THREE BRANCHES MAS SEEN
supremacy alternate from branch to branch; sometimes it has
been featured by a quasi-alliance between two branches against
the third without necessarily successful results in the short
run. A pertinent example is the frustrated and frustrating
four-year effort of the closely allied New Deal Legislature and
Executive as of 1933, which, on many major issues, had to
wait for victory over the Supreme Court until four years later
when, early in 1937, the famous "switch-in-timc-that-savedninc" took place.
In general, however, the tone of dominance has been set
by the person and personality of the elected chief executive,
who is the sole individual in the American federal governmental
1. 1 Cranch 137 (1803).
2. U.S. r. Benjamin More (1803).
touer, August 9, 1803.
3. 19 Howard 393 (18S7).

Reported by Republican Waleb-

process to have a na/ionuide constituency, and who, within
limits, is in the position to interpret his powers narrowly or
broadly. In other words, whenever the president has been of
the category commonly called "active" or "strong"—Washing
ton, Jackson, Folk, Lincoln, Wilson, and the two Roosevelts—
his branch, in the long run, has been able to acquire supremacy.
Where he has been "passive" or "weak" or simply lacked
suihcient support in C ongress or by the people John Quincy
Adams, Pierce, Buchanan, Johnson, Grant, McKinley, Harding,
Coolidgc, Hoover supremacy passed to Congress or, on oc
casion, to the Supreme C ourt. In several instances no clear-cut
supremacy can be justifiably pinpointed. This is true, for
example, of the presidencies of Madison and Monroe (perhaps
even Jefferson, although historians and political scientists differ
sharply on the meaning of his role in office), Hayes, Cleveland,
Taft, Truman, and the end of the second Eisenhower term
(there is no doubt about the presence of congressional suprem
acy during the lattcr's first term in office). Finally, it should
In* noted that during some presidencies the Executive has
tended to dominate in foreign affairs and Congress in internal
matters (e.g. Truman and Eisenhower).
The United States Supreme Court, too, has thus frequently
challenged the authority of both president and Congress. But,
despite three or four periods of tendencies toward judicial
supremacy (Marshall's Court from 1801-29; Taney's in 1837;
Fuller's from 1889-1910; and Hughes's in 1935-36), the Court
has never really actively b/J for the role of dominant govern
mental agency in the land —although a good case could be
made for such a policy during the era of Mr. Chief Justice
Marshall. During that period, as well as during the heyday
of the Hughes Anti-New Deal Court, we may speak of gov
ernment by judiciary" or "judicial supremacy," yet even then
there was never any genuine likelihood that the Court would,
in the fin.il analysis, effectively dominate the Executive and/or
the Legislature. When all is said and done, the United States
Supreme C ourt docs not possess the political power, the arsenal
of potent weapons of government, the strategic position in
the government or in the Ixxly politic generally enjoyed by the
other two branches. Even if the C ourt, from time to time, has
brought about a temporary halt in the exercise of power in
certain directions by the two other branches, when cither of
these two has chosen to fight back it has generally failed, in
the long mn, to stop them permanently. This has been es
pecially true in its relationship with, and actions toward, the
national Legislature. If not without considerable toil and
trouble, the Supreme Court may be reversed in its decisions, or,
either as a result of pressure" from the other agencies of
government or due to the influence of new personnel on the
bench, it may reverse itself. While the decisions of the Court
constitute without question the supreme law of the land, the
Court, as Mr. Justice Frankfurter has put it so well, has the last
say only for a time."
Examining the fate of the 80-odd cases in which the Court,
as of its 1961-62 term, struck down as unconstitutional 89
provisions of federal laws, we find that no fewer than twentysix times Congress passed legislation that had the effect of
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reversing the Supreme Court. In other instances, the circumstances or situation of the initial controversy had either changed
or become moot, thus rendering insignificant or totally unimportant the decision handed down by it. In again other cases,
the Court itself modified or even negated its own earlier judgments. Between 1937 and 1946 alone, the Supreme Court
overruled thirty-two of its previous decisions; prior to 1932
the Court had reversed itself at least twenty-nine times. (It
should be pointed out, however, that these two figures cover
not only reversals of provisions previously held unconstitutional,
but also reversals of decisions made on other constitutional
grounds.)
Thus, although the Supreme Court does make many of its
major constitutional decisions stick, quite a few are ultimately
modified or neutralized by the Court itself or by legally valid
action of the legislative branch of the government. It is fair
to say that the policy views of the Supreme Court in national
policy-making never remain for very long out of line with the
policy views of the lawmaking majority. This may not be
always or inevitably true, but it comes very close to reality,
Mr. Justice Frankfurter quite recently addressed himself once
again to the question of reversing the Court in his well-known
separate concurring opinion in Cooper v. Aaron* quoting
from his opinion in the United Mine Workers case of 1947:
Even this Court lias the last say only for a time.
Being composed of fallible men, it may err. But
revision of its errors must be by orderly process of
law. The Court may be asked to reconsider its
decisions, and this has been done successfully again
and again throughout our history. Or, what this
Court has deemed its duty to decide may be changed
by legislation, as it often has been, anil, on occasion,
by constitutional amendment.8

Ill
TAKING A CLOSER LOOK HISTORICALLY AT THE SUPREME
Court's role in the Machtkampf on the American political
scene, one notes that the high tribunal began inauspiciously.
Its dozen or so pre-Marshall years, during which three chief
justices came and went, the second of whom, John Rutlcdge,
was not confirmed by the Senate, were characterized by little,
if any, popular esteem, little work, and dissatisfied personnel.
The first chief justice, John Jay, thought so little of his position
that he not only spent one year during his tenure away in
England on a diplomatic mission, but twice ran for governor
of New York, succeeding on the second try, whereupon he
gleefully resigned the chief justiceship. And the third chief
justice, Oliver Ellsworth, happily traded a diplomatic post for
his august office. The Court did, however, soon make clear
that it intended to act as an arbiter in legal disputes between the
states and the federal government; and it became quickly
apparent that its judicial sympathies lay with the latter.
The Marshall era, of course, brought about a drastic change.
The Chief Justice completely dominated the Court—with dis4. 358 U.S. 1 (1958).
5. 330 U.S. 258 (1947).

6

sents confined almost solely to Mr. Justice Johnson—and it
is quite clear that Marshall, more than any other man in the
history of the Court, determined the character of America's
federal constitutional system. From its low, if not discredited,
position Mr. Chief Justice John Marshall raised the United
States Supreme Court to a position of equality with the Executive and the Legislature. He called his constitutional interpretations as he saw them, always adhering to his oftenexpressed doctrine that "it is a constitution we are expounding
. . . intended to endure for ages to come and, consequently, to
be adapted to the various crises of human affairs."8 Yet he
hastened to insist that "judicial power, as contradistinguished
from the power of law, has no existence. Courts are the mere
instruments of the law, and can will nothing."7 Thus, willing
nothing," Marshall handed down, among many others, four of
the most momentous decisions in the history of Court and
Country, without which it is doubtful that the nation would
have grown, thrived, and prospered as it has: (I) Marhury v.
Madison" (judicial review; supremacy of the U.S. Constitution); (2) McCulloch v. Maryland" (implied powers of Congress; reaffirmed supremacy of the U.S. Constitution; federal
immunity from involuntary state taxation; federal government
held to have its powers directly from the people, not by way
of the states) ; (3) Gibbons v. OgdenU) (plenary federal control
over interstate commerce) ; and (4) Dartmouth College v.
Wooduardn (inviolability of contracts). Truly, the Court
led and, leading, gave the federal government the tools with
which to develop and work.
Whereas the Marshall Court, by its decisions, had placed
the emphasis upon the national commercial-creditor-propertied
classes, its successor, the also powerful Taney Court, pursued a
different emphasis. The sanctity of property remained as a
primary consideration of the tribunal, but it devolved upon
a different segment of society and, incidentally, the country.
A Southerner from Maryland, a "States Righter," the Jacksonappointed Roger B. Taney, a Democrat and a Roman Catholic
(the first of his religious persuasion to be on the bench), by
his decisions favored "states rights" and agrarian property
here land and slaves. Derived from a totally different milieu
than the great constitutional nationalist who preceded him,
Taney, and with him a majority of his Court, demonstrated a
pungent attachment to the economic interests of the South and
the rapidly emerging frontier of the West. But disaster
loomed on the horizon: after pursuing the aforementioned
policies with a determined hand, and with little, if any, interference from the other two branches for twenty years, Mr.
Chief Justice Taney met his, and the Court's, Waterloo with his
majority opinion in 1857 in Died Scott v. Sanford.12
This decision by his Southern-dominated Court, with only
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Osborn v. United States Bank, 9 Wheaton 738 (1824).
McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheaton 316 (1819).
1 Cranch 137 (1803).
4 Wheaton 316 (1819).
9 Wheaton 1 (1824).
4 Wheaton 518 (1819).
19 Howard 393.

analysis it bowed before the jury of Radical Republicans in
Congress, and it was effectively "packed" by President Grant
in 1871, thus nullifying within fifteen months its briefly suc
cessful attempt to battle for what it had regarded as stable
currency in the Legal lender (.ases
Yet with the advent of the long chief justiceship of the
Cleveland-appointed Melville W. fuller ot Illinois, the Court
more than ever regained its virility and struck out on a path
designed above all to ascertain with a vengeance the sanctity
of property, as the majority of the Court saw it, 1 his majority
was composed of a group of justices ol highly conservati\e,
property-conscious bent which, given the opportunity, com
menced to strike down as unconstitutional a lair number of
federal and state laws in the economic and social sphere.
The Constitution speaks not only in the same words, hut
with the same meaning, and intent with which it spoke
Laisser fa/re seemed secure, indeed! Until this approximate
when it came from the hands of its framers, and was
period of time, state laws, for example, had been held uncon
voted on and adopted by the people of the United States.
stitutional
largely because they were viewed as conflicting
Any other rule of construction would abrogate the
either
with
the interstate-commerce or the obiigation-of-contract
judicial character of this Court anil make it the mere
clauses of the Constitution. Of 128 state laws invalidated by
reflex of the popular opinion or passion of the day."
the federal courts before 1888, 50 involved the former clause,
Who "judged" and who "legislated"? Marshall or Taney . . . y() (hc jattcr ancj oth[}l one tjic taking of property "without due
or both? Both did both, of course!
process of law." The Fuller Court, on the other hand, ultiWith Dred Scott—which has been viewed generally as the mate|y struck down a large number of state laws on the last
most disastrous opinion ever to be issued by it—the Court gf0und holding that the several legislative "experimentations"
invited a violent congressional reaction. While that did not at jssuc deprived "persons" of liberty and property without
immediately take concrete form, the influence of the Court su/ntant,ve due process of law. Substantive due process had
declined at once. Far from soothing the incipient sectional
jndcej come of age!
AIUJ the concept of "persons" now also
strife, it had promoted it. During and after the Civil War, jnc|uded "corporations," thanks to a unanimous Court ruling
with Taney's role reduced to one of bitterness and unhappiness, jn thc S wU clara casc,7 a decision invalidating assessments on
Congress demonstrated its utter contempt of the Supreme C ourt portions of railroad property. It was featured by a casual
by changing its size three times in six years: up from nine to announcement at thc hearing stage by Mr. Chief Justice Waite
ten in 1863; down from ten to seven in 1866; up again from __who did not write thc opinion: "Thc Court does not wish
seven to nine in 1869. All of this was done, quite obviously, tQ hcaf argumcnt Gn thc question whether thc provision in
to attain policy purposes. And when in 1868-69 thc post-Taney ^ Fourteenth Amendment to thc Constitution, which forbids
Court indicated a possible declaration of unconstitutionality of
a State to deny to any person within its jurisdiction thc equal
some of the military Reconstruction Acts, an angry C ongress, protection of thc laws, applies to these Corporations. We arc
acting under its powers derived from thc Constitution to limit ajj
opinion that it does." This was a rather cavalier
thc Court's appellate jurisdiction, simply deprived it of the manner of disposing of a highly significant constitutional issue,
power to decide thc case (which, incidentally, did not displease vvliicH was neither before the Court nor had been argued in
that meek Court)This was the beginning of the chief thc case at bar!
justiceship of Salmon P. Chase (1864-74) and Morrison R.
T|K statcs |10wevcr, and—considerably later—the federal
Waite (1874-88), both Northern Republicans, during whose government, insisted on wishing to pioneer in the realm of
tenure the Court, predictably, was chiefly concerned—in addi- gnomic and social legislation, as they deemed that to be thc
tion to safeguarding property—with maintaining the status quo, jcsjre Gf the majority of the voters. Yet in most areas (maxstate authority over individuals, including the Waite Courts jmum hours, minimum wages, working conditions, regulation
nullification of the attempted use of the Fourteenth Amend- Q(- woman anj child labor, compulsory arbitration, employer
ment by the federal government as a national arm to protect liability, and many others) the legislatures ran into the judicial
civil rights in the states in the historic Civil Rights Cases," vetos not only Gf thc Fuller Court but of his successors, the
and federal authority over interstate commerce—which repre- white antj Taft and, until 1937 (as we have already seen),
sented the two great post-Civil War problems. I lie ( liase
Hughes Court. Throughout this period the Supreme Court
Court, in a burst of judicial activism, did declare ten acts of demonstrated again and again a remarkable regard for thc
Congress unconstitutional; but, as explained abo\e, in the final
protection of property under its interpretations of the liberty

two justices dissenting (John McLean and Benjamin R. Curtis),
and featuring eight separate opinions, including Taney's (that
no Negro could be a citizen; that the Negro was "a person
of an inferior order"; that he was a slave and thus his
master's permanent property no matter whether the latter
took him to slave or free parts of the country; that the Missouri
Compromise was unconstitutional, and that no indi\idual of
African descent was "a portion of this American people"),
permanently tarred Taney's reputation, dragged the Supreme
Court of the United States into its lowest depths, and hastened
the dawn of the Civil War. Justifying, or rationalizing, his
decision (does the Court merely "judge"?), Taney wrote:

13- Ibid.
14. Ex Parte McCardle, 7 Wall. 506 (1869), on which the Court had
already heard argument.
15. 109 U.S. 3 (1883).

16. Hepburn v. Griswold, 8 Wall. 603 (1870) and Legal Tender Cases,
12 Wall. 457 (1871).
17. Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific Railroad Co., 118 U.S.
(1886).
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and property" phases of the "due process of law" clauses of
the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution. Yet, oddly enough, the Court found these clauses
no barrier against legislative invasions of the cultural and
political fields, often referred to as "civil rights" or "civil
liberties."
From the turn of the century on, when the great Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Jr., was appointed to his thirty-year tenure
on the Court by President Theodore Roosevelt, dissenting
voices to the majority's policies were increasingly heard. From
1916 on, Mr. Justice Holmes was joined in dissents, although
frequently for quite different reasons, by his brother Brandeis;
with the advent of Stone in 1925 and Cardozo in 1932, the
dissenting voices in this area had swelled to just one short of a
majority. The previously described switch by Mr. Chief Justice
Hughes and, to a lesser extent, Mr. Justice Roberts ultimately
brought on what the eminent American constitutionalist, Edward
S. Corwin, has aptly called "a Constitutional Revolution.
Having lost the battle of "packing" the Court in February 1937,
President Roosevelt won the "war" when fate, in the form of
deaths and resignations, weeded out the remaining four ultraconservative—although they should not all be put into the
same niche—justices on the bench between 1937 and 1941
(Associate Justices Van Devanter, Sutherland, McReynolds, and
Butler), ultimately allowing him to fill nine vacancies on the
Court.18
By no means all of these Roosevelt appointees saw the law
as he had hoped they would, but certainly the New Deal now
had clear sailing, and there was no doubt that the new justices
rejected outright the "thou-shalt-not-pass" doctrines of their
predecessors relative to legislative experimentation in the eco
nomic and social sphere. Judicial self-restraint on legislative
policy-making in these areas of public life became the avowed
policy of the Court—just as the "Old Court" had practised a
similar restraint on legislative policies in the cultural and poli
tical realms (e.g. the "separate but equal" concept and abridg
ment on speech, press, and assembly). Yet, interestingly
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en ou gh, the New Court immediately commenced to complete
the cycle of policy reversal by throwing up judicial vetos inn
the face of a good many legislative encroachments, as the Court
saw these, on civil liberties. When Justices Murphy and
Rutledge joined Mr. Chief Justice Stone and Justices Black and
Douglas in the early '40s, these "libertarian activists" were
generally in firm control—certainly until the Chief Justice's
death in April 1946. They briefly relinquished that control
during the last four years of the Vinson Court upon the deaths
of Justices Murphy and Rutledge in 1949 and their replacement
by Justices Clark and Minton—when the Court tended, broadly
speaking, to side with the government rather than the individual
in the general field of national security. But they more or less
regained it during the first four years of the Warren Court
from 1953-57, Mr. Chief Justice Warren having replaced Mr.
Chief Justice Vinson on the latter's death. However, led by the
18. Black, Reed, Frankfurter, Douglas, Murphy, Stone (only his pro
motion to Chief Justice), Byrnes, Jackson, Rutledge.
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consistently "non-activist" Mr. Justice Frankfurter, the 1957-58
term of the Court saw a return to greater judicial self-restraint
even in that area of public and constitutional policy—some
would contend largely as a result of the veritable barrage of
congressional and public criticism against the Court as a result
of its spate of 1956-57 "pro-civil liberty" decisions. Thus
matters stood as the 1961-62 term of the Supreme Court of the
United States neared its end, with the always unpredictable
factor of the presence of a new member, Mr. Justice Byron
White, and another Secretary of Labor, Arthur Goldberg, due to
ascend the bench to succeed the retired Mr. Justice Frankfurter.

IV
THERE REMAINS ONE RECURRING, AND ALWAYS AT ONCE
enigmatic and controversial, question: does the Court, do its
justices, merely judge each case on its intrinsic merits, or do
they also "legislate"? In theory, all that the members of the
highest tribunal—and for that matter those in lower courts- are supposed to do is to judge the controversies over which
they have jurisdiction and arrive at a decision in accordance
with the legal aspects of the particular situation at issue. Yet
especially the nine justices of the United States Supreme Court
are frequently charged with "legislating" rather than "judging"
in handing down their decisions. This charge usually admits,
and indeed grants, that the Court must have the power to
interpret legislation, and, if "absolutely justified" by the par
ticular issue at hand, hold unconstitutional a law that is clearly
contrary to the Constitution. But it insists that a line must
be drawn between the imposition of judicial judgment and the
exercise of judicial will. The latter is thus described as legis
lating, presumably the function of the Legislature, and hence
reserved to it. But, no matter how desirable one may be in
the eyes of a good many observers, is it possible to draw
such a line?
It is, of course, impossible. As with every "line," questions
arise at once as to how, where, when, and hy whom it shall be
drawn: nor do the justices claim to have a ready-made
answer
1
'
to the problem, though Mr. Justice Owen Roberts once attempted
to draw that line once and for all in an often-quoted, yet
hardly very realistic, excerpt from one of his decisions (which
happened to declare the New Deal's Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1933 unconstitutional):
When an act of Congress is appropriately challenged in
the Courts as not conforming to the constitutional mandate
the judicial branch of the Government has only one duty
—to lay the article oj the Constitution next to the chal
lenged law and to decide whether the latter squares with
the former,19

In theory, this is a praiseworthy formula; in practice, it is in
voked by judges who must decide the meaning of the allimportant "squares." The response to this particular decision
by Mr. Justice Roberts is illustrative of the enigma: "Bravo,"
applauded the opponents of the New Deal, "great judicial
19. 297 U.S. 1 (1936).

statesmanship, proper and precise interpretation of the Con
stitution!" Countered the proponents of the New Deal:
"An unwarranted, outrageous assumption of legislative author
ity, an arrogant disregard of constitutional limitations on judicial
power." And, soon thereafter, President Roosevelt moved to
"pack" the Court with members who would read the Constitution his way.
The response to the Butler case is only one example of the
ever recurring problem. Another famous set of diametrically
opposed illustrations are the decisions in Dred Scott v. Sanford'20
and Brown v. Board of Education,21 where friend and foe of
Negro equality may be found first on one and then on the
opposite side of the scale of plaudits, depending upon the
course of the decision. It would seem that, to a large extent,
official as well as public reaction is more or less a matter of
whose ox is being gored—in A1 Smith's happy phrase.
It is not, however, quite so simple—although unquestionably reaction's to Supreme Court decisions are highly subjective,
The key to the problem, at least in large measure, may well
be found in a statement by Mr. Chief Justice Stone, who was
among the dissenters in the aforementioned Butler decisions,
when he thus admonished the members of the Roberts majority
opinion:
. . . while unconstitutional exercise of power by the
executive and legislative branches is subject to judicial
restraint, the only check on our own exercise of power
is our sense of self-restraint,22

should, be "an amorphous dummy, unspotted by human emo
tions." And Mr. Justice Cardozo, in The Nature of the judi
cial Process, spoke of the cardiac promptings of the moment,
indicating that "The great tides and currents which engulf
the rest of men do not turn aside in their course and pass the
judges by.
Being human, as indicated, does not stand alone in the
case of a judge in the decision-making process. He is also a
presumably qualified member of the tribunal. He is in no
sense of the term a free agent—free to render a decision
willy-nilly. There is a deplorable tendency on the part of
many observers to oversimplify the decision-making process,
Judges are "rigidly bound within walls that are unseen" (by
the average layman). These walls are built of the heritage
of the law, the spirit of the Anglo-Saxon law, the impact of
the cases as they have come down through the years, the regard
for stare decisis (although there are, of course, often several
precedents from which to choose), judicial self-restraint24—in
brief, the taught tradition of the law. Moreover, as we saw
earlier, the judges are well aware of at least two other cardinal
facts of judicial life; that they have no power to enforce their
decisions, depending, as they do, upon the Executive for such
enforcement; and that they may be effectively reversed by the
Legislature, if not without some toil and trouble. In fine, the
Supreme Court's only power is its power to persuade. Purse
and sword are in other hands.

V
This statement, while perhaps a bit sweeping in its implications, REFLECTING UPON THESE SEVERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE
comes very close to the heart of the matter. But caution should analysis of this Machtkampf, the work of the Supreme Court
be exercised lest it be equated with a pronouncement by p]us the forcc and implications of its decisions come into
Charles Evans Hughes while campaigning for the presidency closer focus. At times the Court has clearly led the country
in 1916—one he later regretted that We are under a Con^t}ie Marshall era) ; at times it has deliberately stimulated social
stitution, but the Constitution is what the judges say it is.
and economic progress (the post-1937 Court) ; at other times
This assertion goes considerably beyond that of Mr. Justice Stone, it has followed, more or less (the Chase-Waite era—with im
for, being a campaign statement (although that of an ex-asso portant qualifications); at others it has deliberately delayed
ciate justice and later to be chief justice of the United States it (the Fuller Court). At times it has looked to majority
Supreme Court), it failed to point to the complexities inherent sentiment, as it were, by following the election returns (the
in such a facile pronouncement, complexities such as the very Insular decisions at the turn of the last century) ;25 at others it
real sense of self-restraint that, to a greater or lesser degree, has defied majority sentiment (some of the 1957 term "civil
is present on the bench.
liberties" decisions).26 At times its decisions have been seem
It is obvious, however, that the judges do legislate. They ingly motivated by "sectional" or "class" considerations (Dred
do make law. One of the most consistent advocates of judicial Scott, proclaiming corporations as "persons," and the 1954
self-restraint, Mr. Justice Holmes, recognized without hesita Segregation Cases) ; at others it has been truly "national" in
tion" that "judges do and must legislate.
But, he added spirit and effect (the first two major Marshall decisions, cited
significantly, they "can do so only interstitially; they are con- earlier). In a very real sense, the Court, through the years,
fined from molar to molecular motions."21 Judges are human, has been the conscience of the country. In a measure, it has
as indeed all of us are human—but they are also judges, which represented the Rousseauesque volonte generale of the land.
most of us are not. Being human, they have human reactions. It has done this through its decisions, speaking through its
"Judges are men, not disembodied spirits; as men they respond justices, who—generally of a rather high calibre—have interto human situations," in Mr. Justice Frankfurters words. Mr.
justice McReynolds insisted that a judge neither can, nor 24. For a list of sixteen "maxims" of this self-restraint, see the author's
20.
21.
22.
23.

19 Howard 393 (1857).
347 U.S. 783 (1954).
297 U.S. 1 (1936), Loc. cit.
Southern Pacific Co. v. Jensen, 224 U.S. 205 (1916), at 221.

The Judicial Process (Oxford University Press, 1962), Ch. IX.
25. E.g. Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 (1901) and DeLima v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 1 (1901).
26. E.g. W atkins v. U.S., 354 U.S. 178; Jencks v. U.S., 353 U.S. 657;
Yates v. U.S., 354 U.S. 298.
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preted the Constitution as they saw it, in line with the taught
tradition of the law.
Of course, the Supreme Court of the United States is en
gaged in the political process—but, in Mr. Justice Frankfurter's
admonitory prose, it is "the Nation's ultimate judicial tribunal,
not a super-legal-aid bureau."27 Of course, the justices con
sult their own policy preferences. But they do so in an in
stitutional setting which forces responsibility upon them. They
thus must meet and maintain high standards of integrity, in
telligence, logic, reflectiveness, and consistency. They have
the exciting, yet delicate, task of heeding the "felt necessities
of the time," in Mr. Justice Holmes's inspired phrase, while
holding aloft the banner of constitutional fundamentals.
The Supreme Court of the United States—which Woodrow
Wilson viewed as "the balance wheel of our whole constitu
tional system ... a vehicle of the Nation's life"—may be
steeped in controversy: it may not always have exercised all of
its power, or exercised it wisely when it did: it may on oc
casion have gone beyond that presumed power; it may have
deliberately avoided issues that might have proved to be
potentially troublesome; it may not always have been able to
make its decisions "stick"; and there may well be much room
for improvement. No institution of government can be de
vised by human beings that will be satisfactory to all people
at all times. Yet, when all is said and done, the Court, at the
head of the United States judiciary, is not only the most
fascinating, the most influential, and the most powerful judicial
body in the world—it is also the "living voice of [the] Con
stitution," as Lord Bryce once phrased it. As such, it is both
arbiter and educator and, in essence, represents the sole solution
short of anarchy under the American system of government as
we know it. And no other institution, as Alexander Meiklcjohn
has observed in Tree Speech and Its Relation to Self-Govemment, "is more deeply decisive in its effect upon our under
standing of ourselves and our government."
Beyond that, the Supreme Court is the chief protector of
the Constitution, of its great system of checks and balances,
and of the people's liberties. It may have retreated, even
yielded, to pressures now and then, but without its vigilance
America's liberties would scarcely have survived. Within the
limits of procedure and deference to the presumption of con
stitutionality of legislation,28 the Court is the natural forum
in American society for the individual and for the small group.
It must thus be prepared to say "no" to the government—a role
which Madison, the father of the Bill of Rights, fervently
hoped it would always exercise. There are many citizens—
indeed most, once they have given the problem the careful
thought it merits—who will feel more secure in the knowledge
27. Uveges v. Pennsylvania, 335 U.S. 437 (1948), at 437.
28. Justice Holmes once stated this (his own) constitutional philosophy
to the then 61-year-old Stone: "Young man, about 75 years ago I
learned that I was not God. And so, when the people . . . want to do
something I can't find anything in the Constitution expressly forbidding
them to do, I say, whether I like it or not, Goddammit, let em do it.'
(As quoted in Charles P. Curtis, Jr., Lions under the Throne, Hough
ton Mifflin Company, 1947, p. 281.)
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that that guardianship is generally characterized by common
sense, than if it were primarily exercised by the far more
easily pressured, more impulsive, and more emotion-charged
Legislature or Executive branches. Far too readily do these
two yield to the politically expedient and the popular. The
court is neither engaged nor interested in a popularity contest
—should that time ever arrive, the supreme judicial tribunal,
as we now know it, will have lost its meaning.
Even if a transfer of that guardianship to other institutions
of government were theoretically desirable, which few thought
ful citizens believe, it would be politically impossible. "Do
we desire constitutional questions," asked Charles Evans Hughes,
then not on the bench, in his fine book called The Supreme
Court of the United States, "to be determined by political as
semblies and partisan divisions?" The response must be a
ringing "No!" In the 1955 Clodkin lectures which he delivered
at Harvard University just before his death, Mr. Justice Jack
son, in The Supreme Court in the American System of Govern
ment, expressed his conviction eloquently and ably: "The people
have seemed to feel that the Supreme Court, whatever its de
fects, is still the most detached, dispassionate, and trustworthy
custodian that our system affords for the translation of abstract
into constitutional commands." And we may well agree with
Thomas Reed Powell that the logic of constitutional law is the
common sense of the Supreme Court of the United States.
As a commentary on the point, that distinguished observer
of Court and Constitution reported a striking incident that
took place in a debate on the floor of the United States Senate
after the turn of the century between Senators Spooner of
Wisconsin and Tillman of South Carolina. At one juncture
of the proceedings, Tillman exclaimed: "I am tired of hearing
what the Supreme Court says. What I want to get at is the
common sense of the matter." Rejoined Senator Spooner, "I
too am seeking the common sense of the matter. But, as for
me, I prefer the common sense of the Supreme Court of the
United States to that of the Senator from South Carolina."29
In the long run, common sense has always served the
Supreme Court well in its ceaseless striving to maintain the
blend of change and continuity which is the sine qua nott for
desirable stability in the governmental process of a democracy.
In that role it will live in history.
29. "The Logic and Rhetoric of Constitutional Law," 15, Journal of
Philosophy, Psychology, and Scientific Method, 656 (1918).
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CHARLES MONROE COFFIN

Creation and the Self
in Paradise Lost
With Prefatory Notes by C. A. Patrides, '52, University of
California at Berkeley, and John Crowe Ransom,
Carnegie Professor of Poetry, Emeritus
At the time of his death on July 20, 1956, Charles Coffin was
engaged in the composition of a major study of Paradise Lost,
announced and in part explained in the American Philosophical
Society's Year Book for 1955 (pp. 375-79)- The manuscript,
generously entrusted to me by Afr.f. Coffin, contained a series of
valuable notes, but only one essay which was nearly complete.
It is published here with such minor changes as 1 have deemed
absolutely necessary. In his projected work, Professor Coffin
had intended to attach considerable importance to what he
termed "the theme of Separation and Connection" in Paradise
Lost. "By this theme," he wrote in one of his preliminary
notes, "I mean quite simply the poet's sustained and ordered
awareness in his Poem of man's inescapable connections with
Deity; or, the other way round, of God's unremitting asso
ciation with His creation; and further, the certainty that the
association has been disrupted—by circumstances lying beyond
the current of history, though no doubt much aggravated by
it." The present study is concerned with an aspect of this theme.
—C. A. PATRIDHS
There cannot be many living Kenyon men who do not know
that Charles Coffin served the College for a quarter of a
century as a great teacher of literature and a person of neverfailing kindness and magnanimity. His literary appreciation
was catholic in its breadth, but the corner of the vineyard in
which he labored especially was the English Renaissance. He
edited the important Random House edition of John Donne
and supplied it with a knowing introduction. Then he turned
to Milton. Many students heard him inviting them to attend
to the music and the grandeur of this poet, and then to ponder
the theology. Milton was something of an independent theolo-

This essay appeared first in the March 1962 number of ELH, A Journal
of English Literary History, and is reprinted here by permission of
the editors.

gian, and so was Charles Coffin, the good churchman. One
of his fines! students in the latter years was C. A. Patrides, the
well-lettered Creek hoy, who discovered in Milton his English
Homer. It is a great thing that on his own initiative, and with
Mrs. Coffin's permission, Patrides studied the unfinished note
books of his professor, stricken in the midst of his labors at
the Huntington Library. He found one finished portion which
would serve at least as a key essay for a book never to be
completed. He easily secured publication for it in a learned
journal, and by permission we republish it for our Kenyon
—JOHN CROWE RANSOM
audience.

1

N PARADISE LOST creation is completed in God's making
of the human self. Were I to say man, I should only he
repeating our first Bible lesson. I use self, instead, for three
reasons. It is the word by which Adam first refers to what
he is ("my self I then pcrus'd"— -VIII, 267); and the first he
used to distinguish what he is from the person who he is not,
that is, from the one who made him ("Not of my self; by
some great Maker then"—VIII, 278). Again, self names for
us what we feci to be the essential principle of our unique
being. Lastly, it is a convenient denomination for this prin
ciple as it comes up in two big lines of Renaissance speculation
about man: the one, respecting his Faustian impulses toward
freedom and autonomy; the other, his sense of private and
personal involvement in a natural-supernatural nexus. Both
lines assist the revision of the classical exhortation to "know
thyself" to accommodate the dignity of man in a world which
is enlarging and dislocating man from his traditional station.
The documentation that could be cited is obviously very
large. We note, for example, the early turn of the speculation
in Pico's oration on human dignity, and in Luther's regard for
the human capacity and responsibility for direct association
with the Infinite "without the aid of any material means." The
dominant Augustinian cast of thought reminds us of the impor-
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tance attaching to Augustine's own "encounter" with himself.
Descartes' apprehension of the infallibility of his own being is
relevant; and we dare look forward to the end of the 17th
Century where Locke is beginning the analysis of the under
standing and the ego. The concern for self complements
the scientists' concern for what is outside the self, in nature. In
short, the behavior of the knower becomes as imperative a sub
ject of inquiry as the known, or the to-be-known. If Milton's
Poem also shares this concern, as I believe it does, it is not sur
prising. It is only further indication of an important way in
which it reflects and contributes to the character of its period.

We distinguish what has gone on before creation as the work
of generations. They appear, however, from the widest view,
as modes of one great action. The phenomena other than God
which the action produces—the Son, the angels, Satan, Chaos,
the world, and Man—take their place in the Poem as objects
which God has deliberately differentiated from Himself, either
by a process of self-willed division or separation, as in the pro
duction of Chaos, or of composition, as in the "gathering" of
the waters into the seas or in the shaping of man from the dust.
As I have sketched it, the action resembles the Neoplatonic
process of emanation; but neither the structuring impulse nor
My subject—Creation and the Self—is but one aspect of a the structure which it yields is exactly comparable. There is, for
large idea of what, in my opinion, the Poem is about. Briefly, it example, the willed intention of the personal God (entirely free,
is that Paradise Lost is the epic spectacle of the Human-Divine beyond the touch of "Necessitie and Chance") to make the
relationship as it appears both outside secular history—that is, Materia Prima available for composition; and there is the delib
before the Fall—and within it, in the personal-private and in erate, creative touch, the actual making; and the differentiation
the public life of man. The clue is given by the opening lines of the objects made, according to their several independent and
of the Poem. They imply man's existence as well as the exis unicjuc identities. Additionally, there is the sense of the depen
tence of someone other than himself with whom he is linked in dence of the whole thing upon the Maker, directly, and not
obedience. They also assert that the bond has been broken, and through divers intermediate agents. God is something like a great
although the consequences are "death" and "all our woe," res magnet, repelling the fragmented cosmic matter from Himself
toration of the primal connection with God is promised upon into such shapes as phenomena assume, but never pushing them
the advent into history of the "greater Man." Thus, the gen quite outside the range of His own power. And like the steel
eral pattern of the Human-Divine relationship is drawn for us filings touched by the magnet, they appropriate some of its influ
in terms of association, dissociation, and preparation for reas- ence, becoming local centers of attraction and repulsion with
sociation. If such a pattern does apply to the entire action of in the cosmic field of forces. We recognize Satan as such a cen
the poem and to the particular situations, the narrative must be ter—and Adam, and the Son particularly as we can see him as
steadily informed by the dynamics of a universal process where creator and anticipate his entry into history as the "greater
in man is moved in and out of conjunction with Deity, and all Man." We get some further notion of the thrust and pull of
of his conditions and subordinate relations are likewise respon these forces when we reflect upon the rival yet paradoxically
sive to the similar impulses for connection and separation. Nor reciprocal contest of the two great triadic powers—God-Sonis God himself exempt from their tensions. Inasmuch as he is Spirit, Satan-Sin-Death—countering their respective intentions
"All," they are generated within his own Being, and what we toward Good and Evil.
observe in the phenomenal world is the reflection of the divine
It will be clear that the universal structure issuing from such
dynamic. At base, the totality is paradox and mystery, for al a system of tensions will not be the great "automaton" of the
though God is "All," there is always a second (another) "All," new philosophers, nor a "Chain of Being," nor the instrument
which is the plenitude of creation, the multiplicity of particu of Plato's Anima Mundi, nor any kind of necessity-driven ma
lars other than Himself which are at the same time of Himself. chine. It is—or it becomes—when all of the spiritual things are
At the end of time the two Alls merge to become the "All in reduced to temporal terms, a grand dynamism of opposing and
All," but the particulars, although transformed, seem not to lose reciprocating wills.
their identity. We have something here considerably less me
The climax of creation is man. In the making of man, the
chanically rational than thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, and principle of Separation, as it pertains to God's actions, achieves
considerably more mysterious than the loss of identity through its maximum effect, just as the opposing principle of Connection
reabsorption into the great reservoir of Being. It is because free works most effectually in the Redemption. As a feature of the
will has been irrevocably conferred upon him that man cannot created world singular and unique because of his free will and
surrender or lose his identity; and because of the effects the reason, man is, in a sense, furtherest from God. In short, he is
exercise of choice (will) produces among his fellow creatures, so much like his Maker as to be nearly independent of Him.
upon both God and nature, that he becomes a kind of second This holds for man generically as well as particularly, for his
cause of what goes on in the universe, capable of modifying his race is not an amorphous lump but the multitude of separate,
relationships to it, or determining the degree and kind of at free human beings which peoples history. If the making of such
tachment or separation within the structure of existence. If will, a creature represents a sublime risk which God takes, it must
thus, appears to be prior to reason, it is only because without be reckoned that the creative act always involves risk. More
it reason is inert, and, unless it is free, reason is completely over, God's decision to create man, unlike his others, is taken
blocked. Both, as we shall see, are essential to the completion deliberately in full counsel with the Son. Together, the Father
of the human self.
and the Son agree: "Let us make Man."
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Raphael's account of human creation at the close of his reci
tal of the Six Days' work in Book vii is marked by scriptural
brevity. Not knowing much about it, as he was absent on "that
Day," he gives us only what presumably was the general report
currently going round in Heaven among the angels. Appropriate
to his mission of warning Adam against disobedience, he empha
sizes the relevant moral side of Adam's creation rather than the
action itself. The economy thus practised and the limited inten
tion make room for Adam's extended version in Book vm fol
lowing. We should also remember that Eve much earlier, in
Book IV, had already told her story. I wish to concentrate on
these two last accounts, especially on Adam's. The passages are
too long to quote, but they will recur to mind as beginning,
respectively, with Adam's "now hear mee relate / My Storie"
(VIII, 20-1 ff.), and Eve's, "That day I oft remember, when
from sleep/I first awak'd" (iv, 449 IF.). Although Eve's story
comes first, I shall treat it second.
In his recitation Adam presents himself first alone with na
ture, then with God, and last with Eve, whose creation has
occurred within the period. The following arc stressed: his sense
of connection with Deity even before it is confirmed by revela
tion; the counterpointing fact of awareness of his separate exis
tence, felt as the loneliness of "unity defective," which later
prompts his desire for Eve; and the satisfaction of her company
as marked by God's unnoticed withdrawal and the narrowing
of Adam's attachment exclusively to her.
VIEWED ENTIRE, THIS FIRST CYCLE OF EXISTENCE DISCLOSES
another organization of experience. There is the initial exper
ience of sensation, and then Adam's apprehension of being in
its natural-supernatural context. Following, after the success
ful exercise of volition to assert desire befitting his nature, is
his attainment to human association, in his words, "fit to partici
pate/All rational delight." In other words, there is here ex
hibited the process of complete self-realization.
Let us look at the detail. Adam's first gesture signals his
rapport with heaven. Still lying upon the "flourie herb," as
one "new wak't from soundest sleep"
Strait toward Heav'n my wondring Lyes I turnd

and then
By quick instinctive motion up I sprung,
As thitherward endevoring.

This is the first silent instant of Adam's existence, and, although
he is scarcely conscious, he remembers its content for Raphael.
He has no reminiscences of a Platonic prior experience. Thus
begins the life series of experiences from the spontaneous instinc
tual into the conscious; and the language marks its religious
implication for Adam, as if a semen religionts, which Calvin
sometimes calls the cause of these first movements toward God,
had taken root and was growing. The "wondring Eyes" and the
instinctive "wondring" also characterize Eve's first experience
(rv, 451), speaking less of the curiosity that awakens with rea
son than of the instinctive worshipful disposition, which his

"thitherward endevoring" signifies as an inclination to put him
self in connection with something or someone other than him
self, whom he may adore. Later, he conjectures this "Other"
to be God.
As the moments accumulate, Adam quickens into conscious
ness; his experience intensifies and enlarges. He becomes aware
of the world of nature, filled with shapes and forms, motion,
fragrance, and sounds—and the pure physical sensation is felt
as joy. He then apprehends himself—"My self I then perus'd"
— first as body, to be "surveyed," almost like any other item in
his external world, "Limb by Limb," as he had surveyed the hills,
dales, streams, etc. Second, while he experiments with his body's
motions, sometimes going, sometimes running,
With supple joints, as lively vigour led

he has a sense of himself as something distinct from the other
creatures, self-moved, with its own peculiar life.
Of the certainty of his existence Adam has no doubt, but
who I was, or where, or from what cause,
Knew not.

These quickly emerging questions signify Adam's sense of the
mystery of his being, wherein the moment of the awakening of
the self is crossed by a feeling of its limitation. Here is the Self's
complex awareness that being implies the Other than itself as a
condition of existence and that its complete identity somehow
requires at least the acknowledgment of the fact.
This is not the abstract questioning of intellect, but a further
expression of Adam's further "wondring." Speech is immedi
ately prepared for its articulation, and he speaks aloud—not to
himself but to nature, his sole associate and audience. Nature
is silent: for "answer none returnd"; but the silence, suggesting
the futility of Man's trying to elicit such fundamental knowledge
as what, where, and why he is by this kind of inquiry, is not
rebuff. It is rather a way of confirming his sense of privateness
and separation notwithstanding the affinity he feels for the rest
of creation; and we are made to see that his interrogation all
along is dramatically returning him to the finitude of Self in
order to sharpen his feeling for the reality outside both nature
and himself that presumably can supply the answers to his
questions.
The lines here are compact of meaning, At their climax
they show that in the very experience of his self-limitation,
instead of frustration, there is illumination, for he quickly
apprehends the reality outside himself as a Divine Cause:
Not of my self; by some great Maker then.

Furthermore, as one made, he perceives his right relation to the
Maker, and experiences in the association an elation above his
earlier delight in physical sensation:
how may I know him, how adore.
From whom I have that thus I move and live,
And feel, that I am happier then I know.

This process of self-realization, attended by a sense of limitation
and dependence, happily compensated by intimation of Deity
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In goodness and in power prominent

whom Adam would "adore," is brilliant prologue to the direct
revelation following.
So far, Adam—and Milton also have been quite upon their
own; and both have gone pretty far in showing the heavenward
"endevoring" of man's native resources. Now, the point of view
turns, and it is as if God were coming to meet Adam to approve
his experience, and, so to speak, to seal the "covenant" which
Adam feels already to exist with Him.
The transaction is dramatic. It coincides precisely with the
unfolding moment of existence when upon nature's silence to
his questioning he perceives the possibilities of reflective
thought. He has tried his limbs with satisfaction, and his voice.
Now the mind invites experiment:
On a #rccn shadier Bank profuse of Flours
Pensive I sate me down.

It is the significant "pensive" gesture that we note, rather than
deliberate rational exercise. But Adam here is only upon the
threshold of a further dimension of experience of himself, to be
entered gradually- as we know—when the conversation of other
intellectual creatures (God, angels, Eve) is provided to chal
lenge mind into action.
The new man has experienced sensation and has enjoyed it.
He has the surest apprehension of his own being, separate, but
yet, according to his intimations, involved in a larger and greater
context of associations than external nature can supply. In
this state, he is "happier than he knows," and he "knows" it.
Thus, he sits down thoughtfully, to think it over. Wonderfully
perceptive of Adam's situation, as if the excitement of first ex
perience and its puzzle had exhausted Adam, Milton lets him
fall asleep, to dream the visit of the "shape Divine."
The visit, of course, is sanctioned by Scripture. In working it
up, however, by use of the dream, Milton has quite purposefully
enlarged the Genesis account. First, something special is made
of the occasion by way of Milton's showing us how the scrip
tural revelation given for the salvation of Adam's successors
derives authority from the revelation vouchsafed the first scrip
tural man as the necessary supplement to his self-made discov
eries about himself in isolation. Second, the occasion furthers
Adam s sense of connection with God, as we shall see in the
creation of Eve, even to the point of implying Adam's collaboration with the Divine activity.
IT HAS TAKEN MILTON NO MORE THAN THIRTY LINES—FROM
Adam's introduction of himself new wak't" upon the "flourie
herb" until "gentle sleep / First found [him]" as he reclines
upon the "shadie Bank' ~to abridge the content of this cycle of
primitive existence (experience). Thereby, Milton has pushed
the inquiry which his Poem makes into the nature of being—
that is, from the natural (human) point of view back to its
ultimate ground in the initial experience of Adam's (man's)
consciousness. From this experience, the history of man—as
individual and race—gets its orientation in the Poem, for,
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literally, it is the first experience. (Further, it is a private ex
perience, engaging Adam's consciousness when he is quite
alone, as a separate independent human self; and never will he
be alone in just this same way.)
In this state, as we have noted, Adam's existence is contin
gent upon what "was don / Before his memorie," as already
Raphael has reported it. Yet, what that was is something else;
it concerns the "great Maker" rather than Adam whose role
in the later books of Paradise Lost is to bring the narration
more fully within the human perspective. Hence, when Adam
starts off with "to tell how human life began / Is hard; for
who himself beginning knew," he distinguishes the part of the
story about "human life" for which he is peculiarly responsible.
True, Raphael's absence on "that Day" justifies Adam's
enlargement of the narrative; but I think that this "trick" is
something Milton arranged with less concern for getting in the
full story (much as we need it) than for assigning the part to
Adam, which properly only he could play. If it was "hard"
for him to tell how human life began, there is a sense in which
it would have been still harder for God. It was within the
power of Omniscience, certainly, to have read Adam's mind;
but for God to have done so would have been for Him to frus
trate His own creation by denying to His chief creature the
exercise of an independent self-activity, which Adam already has
discovered to be a feature of his native endowment. Thus, in a
manner, God is permitting Adam to tell his story, just as "the
will / And high permission of all-ruling Heaven" lets Satan
carry out his "dark designs." Although Adam no more than
Satan comprehends this occult truth, for each acts as if he is
on his own power, the very permission is God's acknowledg
ment that Adam indeed is free, and qualified, to enlarge Raph
ael's account of creation with additions of his own as authentic
as ScriP,»^ itsclf-

Looked at this way, we appreciate Adam's
authority, regarding what God has spoken through
I as mere prologue to the main text with its new
beginning which he will himself deliver, Thus, when in
due course Adam reports God's visit, the incident docs not
seem to be careless duplication of the angel's narrative, but
something fresh, presented in a way to remind us and also
Raphael that Adam is the better qualified to make the re
port. It comes to us now as the account of an association ac«P«i«Kedt and n<*. as Raphael gives it, as something
on f'ic rtxor^ about which Adam needs to have his memory
jogged.
One could, I dare say, following this line of analysis, make
out that the whole "warning" business is an impertinence, a
nearly gratuitous show of divine concern for man. That, of
course, would be absurd. Raphael's direct exhortation may not
succeed, but his mission has provided the occasion for Adam's
eager queries, the recital of his own story, and all of the other
ways Milton uses to keep the conversation at a pitch of interest
to Adam personally, which, ironically distracting as they are,
promote the exercise of Adam's faculties and the expression of
his consciousness as becomes his nature. In brief, they assist the
process of self-realization which his creation initiated,
Adam's dream, in which he sees the "shape Divine," is a
,onc

vehicle for conveying Adam from what might be termed the
natural state of self-awareness to that of supernatural selfawareness. It puts him, in other words, in touch with Deity
as if by a process of sharpening and extending his earlier in
sight into his connection with Divine Reality. Whatever the
psychological explanation, the dream shows Adam's capacity
for transcendental experience and for an acceptance of a
radical modification of his total perspective. The new per
spective, strikingly and with potential irony, does not set off
Adam in closer relation with the Divine Shape, but with his
earthly destiny. God tells him of his home: "thy Mansion
wants thee, AJam"\ and immediately following he is greeted as
First Man, of Men innumerable ordaind,
First Father.
Led into the Garden, the ominously "tempting" fruit stirs in
Adam a "sudden appetite," and he cats. The sensuous act, even
verbally anticipating Eve's act—"she plucked, she eat" (tx,
7H1) awakens him. His eyes arc opened; and he sees "all real,
as the dream / Had lively shadowd." The sensuous act, like his
carlicr self-gratifying questions, has returned him to his senses,
that is, his natural state before the dream, as he acknowledges
in saying, "Here had new begun / My Wandring." Hie spon
taneous act of sense and the immediate gratification, in other
words, have shown how strongly he is linked with nature. They
not only have put out of mind the vision of the "shape Divine,
but also have distracted him from reflecting upon his destiny as
the I'ather of Human Race.
If the accumulating experiences (including the revelation
itself) comprise a process of growth, the process is unsteady and
complex. He is obviously not ready for the transcendental plane,
perhaps not intended for it at all, as the easy distraction from
the dream, however plausible, suggests; and we do know that
the Garden is his "Mansion." But neither has he reached the
stage where all his faculties arc exercised in harmony to make
earthly life acceptable. In fact he has not yet adequately real
ized himself.
Milton proceeds with a bolder stroke. God appears directly,
not now as "shape," but as a very "Presence." God's coming is
an act of divine grace, gratuitous and supernatural; yet Adam's
response to His coming—"Rejoycing, but with aw / In adora
tion at his feet I fell / Submiss"—rather suggests his readiness
for just such an occurrence. Further, when God identifies Him
self to Adam as the one "Whom thou soughtst," we know how
strongly the pressures of experience have been moving Adam
toward this moment, and we must conclude that his momen
tary reversion to a creature of sense, as the eating signifies, was
entirely innocent. The final inference drawn is that such a con
crete embodiment of the Other (of which already he has strong
intimation) as only revelation can give is required to carry for
ward the process of Adam's realization of himself.
The "Presence Divine" is both mild and formidable. God
at once offers the bounty of Paradise to Adam:
Of every Tree that in the Garden growes
Eate freely, with glad heart

and then, as quickly, takes it back in uttering the rigid inter
diction." This is extraordinary, and it is hard to know just
what to make of it. Does Milton mean that God did intend for
Adam to have "all," as he says, but that Adam must receive it
as a gift and not take it so eagerly on his own spontaneous ini
tiative as he had done? Or has God construed the gesture made
in dream the pleading and eating—as we have, namely, as the
ominous symbol portentous of later submission to temptation?
This makes sense, in the way Eve's dream makes similar sense.
Is it possible that Adam already has eaten "forbidden fruit"
without knowing it, and to save him from the consequences of
promiscuous appetite God, noting what has happened, suddenly
denominates some other Tree standing further away in the mid
dle of the Garden as the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil, which he must not touch ? It is not fantastic, in my opinion,
to raise questions like these. We arc concerned with Milton's
presentation of Adam's realization of the use of his faculties,
and were he permitted simply to "wander" about the Garden
to use Adam's word—plucking fruit at random, according
to his taste, there would be no occasion for his ascending bcyond the appetitive level,
MOREOVER, ADAM MUST GET A SHARPER SENSE OF THE
limitation of his being, which earlier lie acknowledged to be a
principal fact about himself. Further, he needs to discover the
compensation awaiting his finitudc, namely, the freedom to elect
the thing twt himself upon which he prefers to depend. At
the same time, as it should be, God manipulates the situation
in order for Adam to get just such a sense of himself as the
dependent creature and the independent agent which creation
intended. Hence, although God may say of Himself to Adam,
Whom thou soughtst I am." it is soon obvious that Adam
had not yet comprehended God as the exclusive object of his
desires. (That is a "summc of wisdom" to be achieved at a
later stage after the Fall when reason is fully operative.) No
sooner arc the animals paraded before Adam to receive their
names than he says (to Raphael, for he did not yet speak
audibly to God),
but in these
I found not what me thought I wanted still.

It is no doubt important that Adam says "what me thought
I wanted still" as if he were relating an instinctive feeling of
loneliness to rational process, bringing up from deep within him
the promptings of will where they may be viewed intellectually
and given some direction. What he "wanted still" is relief from
solitude, and he frankly confronts God with the question: "In
solitude/What happiness?" There is a poignancy in the ques
tion and innocent mockery in his putting it so squarely to
God that the "All" which He has given, while containing the
relief of solitude for all of the mating creatures under Adam's
dominion, holds nothing comparable for man. This bold address
is Adam's first public act of free will. In the supporting argu
ment, in God's response, and in their respective rejoinders, it is
so recognized by Adam and as such approved by God:
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Thus I embold'nd spake, and freedom us'd
Permissive, and acceptance found.
To which God answers:
Thus far to try thee Adam, I was pleas'd,
And finde thee knowing not of Beasts alone,
. . . but of thy self,
Expressing well the spirit within thee free,
My image.
Thus, while the visit exhibits the inescapable nexus between
God and Adam, it serves also to show the distance between
them. And the distance has widened as Adam has taken on the
status appropriate to his selfhood ("knowing not of Beasts
alone . . . but of [him] self"). It is marked especially by the
assertion of his "free spirit," which God has identified with His
own Image. If we view the visit now as revelation, it must be
taken to include as one of its principal features Adam's dis
covery through experience and conversation that indeed in con
nection with God he is a free man. Put in other words, it is his
realization that his relation with God is not coercive, but gen
erous enough to accommodate an instinctual desire which is
felt to be consistent with his nature, even when this desire is for
connection with something other than his Creator. How far the
achievement of independence has gone in the direction of mak
ing this radical substitution of allegiances is nicely acknowledged
by God Himself. Having identified Himself as "Whom thou
soughtst," God later steps down, so to speak, in favor of those
other "Associates" who "in the choice" of Adam will serve
the "nice and suttle happiness" he has proposed for himself.
The "nice and suttle happiness," of course, is companionship
with Eve. Precisely what kind of embodiment his mate should
or will take is unknown to Adam, but his recognition of the
animals linked "Each with thir kinde" suggests that he wants
something in the image of himself "Manlike," as natural man
(rather than another Adam so immediately bearing the evident
divine impression). The idea pleases God so well, falling in
line with the divine intention which Adam has been brought
round to expressing as his own free choice, that God lets him
collaborate in her production. Thus, if not the final and efficient
cause to an extent that contradicts neither Bible story, the divine
will, nor the process of self-development unfolding in the Poem,
Adam shares the responsibility for Eve's existence as her formal
and material cause. She is his idea, and he supplies the rib.
Her name is Woman, "of Man / Extracted."
Only close inspection of both the text at hand and Eve's
account of herself can do justice to the occasion. We may note
briefly something of the importance which the sociological in
terpretations have overlooked. She is the superlative culmina
tion of creation, at least for Adam,
As one intended first, not after made
Occasionally.
Nor is she without higher recommendations, being "divinely
brought" to Adam.
Additionally, however, she has an identity as unique as
Adam's, and in fact, a superior independence. Separateness
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would be a better word than independence, for the latter sug
gests self-sufficiency, and no creature in Milton's world has that,
although Satan strives with Faustian vigor to get the illusion of
it. Nevertheless, as the beautiful narcissistic image of Eve
contemplating her own reflection shows us, she can tolerate
aloneness better than Adam can. Although this occasion may
prefigure a vanity and self-love which will prove destructive,
it is as innocent as Adam's reaching for the fruit before it has
been formally offered to him.
Eve's aloneness and innocence, however, are precarious. The
former signifies, as Adam's does not, a degree of independence
so great as to let her apprehension of what is other than herself
(to which the primal instinct draws her as well as Adam) to
occur as an illusion in the image of herself. Adam, it will be
recalled, experienced what is external, as the prior phase of the
apprehension of self-existence; but Eve presumably would not
have reached this stage, so great is her self-fixation—or, else,
had no inclination to achieve it had not the "warning" voice
told her what she was staring at in the pool.
Looked at from God's point of view, Eve's condition would
seem to imply the chances He has taken in making a creature
of such finitude as to discover her own self as the most imme
diate, available, and desirable object of awareness. Moreover,
no occasion, as with Adam, has been provided for "trial" of will
and intellectual faculties, such as that which advanced Adam's
realization of himself.
Eve, on the other hand, is diverted from her self-absorption
solely from without, by the divine voice speaking the invitation.
There is ready acceptance—"what could I doe, / But follow
strait" (iv, 475-6)—as there is of the voice of the "winged"
shape in her dream, and, later on, of the Serpent's voice. Here,
acquiescence seems less a mark of weakness than a sign of her
detached condition. She feels no such large connections with the
creatures of the world, or with "some great Maker," and, con
sequently, at loose ends so to speak, she wavers between herself
and the outside attractions until she receives her proper loca
tion within the human situation.
Looked at another way, she is nearly a center unto herself in
a world whose geometry is being revised to accommodate just
such items of self-existence. She is, in short, the supreme human
particular emerging from creation's individuating process. Even
though she has little impulse toward relating herself to the other
than her self, she is a powerful focus of attraction and cannot
avoid involvement. Hence, when she is brought to Adam, al
though for a moment reluctant, turning back to the "watery"
image in the pool, once he has "seized" her hand in irresistible
attraction, she "yields," and paradoxically Adam becomes, as
God has said, inseparably hers. She, it is worth noting, is not
inseparably his. That Adam, thus, should shift the center of his
loyalites from the great circle of associations wherein his destiny
actually must move, to the center of what appears to be its
epicycle, is God's calculated risk," for He knows ultimately
where both their centers are.
THIS PTOLEMAIC FIGURE OF RELATIONSHIPS IS, HOWEVER,
incorrect and misleading. Eve is no secondary center of the

male universe, designed to keep its "circle just." In Eve's dis
covery of her "other self" in Adam, and in Adam's identifica
tion of her as "Bone of my Bone, Flesh of my Flesh"—in fact,
"my Self"—there is evidence enough of the merging of their
separate existences into one point of being. In this act of
mutual recognition of interdependence of male and female,
blessed as it is by divine intention, and anticipatory of the
"rational delight" of love, conversation, and offspring, creation
may be said to achieve its end and the human self the perfection
of its existence. This, at least, is the ideal. How well it can
be maintained may be inferred from Raphael's disturbance over
Adam's closing rhapsody upon Eve's loveliness, wherein he
imaginatively submits to passion as he had to appetite when he
first saw the fruits of Paradise. Thus, if Adam is so much taken
by the thought of Eve's beauty when she is absent, speculation
on whether he will prefer Raphael's Platonic formula for "true
Love," as
the scale
By which to heav'nly Love thou maist ascend
to her attractive presence, is something that might well make
angels frown. Although "half abasht" at Raphael's rebuke,
Adam's answer, like that on how human life began, is uttered
by one speaking with the superior authority of self-knowledge
and experience:
I to thee disclose
What inward thence I feel, not therefore foild,
Who meet with various objects, from the sense
-Variously representing; yet still free
Approve the best, and follow what I approve.
To love thou blam'st me not, for Love thou saist
Leads up to Heav'n, is both the way and guide.
This is not, I think, a paraphrase of Raphael's bookish words,
but a delicate retort. Adam is politely saying that as a free
man moving among the objects of sense he is capable of discriminating and approving what is best—and, for him, the love of
Eve is best. He could hardly conclude otherwise if we trust the
accuracy of his reporting God's approval of Eve in naming her
"thy other self,/Thy wish, exactly to thy heart's desire," and
wc are to assume, I should suppose, that experience had per
suaded him that God was right. If then love is best, and Adam s
inquiry into the amorous habits of the angels indicates his hope
that Raphael also will believe this, it must be, as he concludes,
the way and guide to heaven. But it is the experience ot
such love which engages the total self of man in the fulfillment
of divine intention and natural desire that is best, not the re
flection upon it. Again, this is an ideal condition, befitting
Paradise; and we cannot suppose that he could easily be
persuaded to exchange Eve's warm society, in which his happi
ness is accomplished, for such intellectual exercise upon the
scala amoris as Raphael rather pathetically recommends.
From this resolution of the "defective unity of self, the
personal, private life of man might have proceeded, and from
that, in turn, the history of his race. For such a condition
another figure of astronomy does seem to fit: that of the double
motion of the earth, upon its own central axis, and around the

sun. The lesser motion would correspond to the life of self,
encountering the vicissitudes of daily experience; the greater,
to the scope of history, commonly centered within the Divine.
Such a figure does seem to accommodate the rich human texture
Milton gives us to the original framework created by the Son:
One foot he centerd, and the other turnd
Round through the vast profunditie obscure
making a world in which "Earth self-ballanc't on her Center
hung."
I have dealt with some things in Paradise Lost, especially
with Raphael's narrative of the creation of the world and
Adam's account of "how human life began." My exposition,
I believe, could be given its contemporary perspective. In push
ing his concern for the intricate patterns of human and divine
relations back to an ultimate ground in the experience of which
man is conscious, Milton shares the considerable concern of a
prominent line of Renaissance philosophy and divinity. I he
former, fumbling its way with scholastic notions and the in
herited concepts of natural reason, though attempting to ac
count for the way man knows himself and external nature,
would confer a larger degree of autonomy upon man and
comprehend him finally as a thing in itself, such as we get, for
example, at the century's end in Locke's inquiry into understand
ing. The latter, the theological line, may be associated with
the Augustinian revival and John Calvin. For example, in
Milton's acknowledgment of Adam's "sudden apprehension" of
his separate identity and yet attached to the ground of being
as a pre-cognitive or extra-rational experience, there is some
thing akin to Augustine's experience of his own being and of
his inward marked sense of God's existence, which might be
summarized in a revision of the Cartesian formulation to read,
'j am> therefore I know." There is a correspondence here with
Calvin's first stage in the duplex cognilio Domini, from which
wc by scriptural and Adam by direct revelation, as we have
scen, rise to the confirmatory second stage of the knowledge
0f God.
I am interested in such parallels and correspondences for the
assistance they give in construing Paradise Lost rather than for
their possibility as sources. The list of authors one reads this
way need not be sharply limited. I have looked at many of his
predecessors and contemporaries, including the scientists as well
as the theologians. Nor have I hesitated to look ahead at the
work of men like Locke, or the later writings of the Cambridge
Platonists. What is most important is the transformation of the
meaning of human nature in Milton's time, and his contributjon to the process as well as his responsiveness to it as expressed by others,
If man does not emerge from Paradise Lost as a creature
whose mind is completely a tabula rasa, or one for whom the
"light of nature" needs no additional illumination, or as a
Hobbesian primitive engaged in the war of one against every
other one, it is because Milton locates man in a complex of
conjunctions and disjunctions generating from the special
though essentially religious and Christian perspective in which
he sees everything.
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MUSE, you know me well enough by now
To dread another call to show me how.
Some of us never learn a way to balance
Against exalted themes our meager talents.
Now take, for instance, what I have in mind
On this occasion. Here is what we find:
A man whose learning lies beyond our reach,
Whose teaching teaches what it means to teach—
Him we presume to honor, as if we
Could read his work, and grade it A or B.
This is a case, if ever such case were,
Of who shall examine the examiner?
Not even Magna Charta makes it clear
Who can be jury, if one has no peer.
This becomes farcial, Muse, and if there were
A Muse of Farces, I would say: confer.
At least enlighten, and I mean make lighter,
What shall be written by the present writer.

®

TRIAL
These are the judges. They must number three
To break the deadlocks when they disagree.
And disagreements follow when you mix-up
A woman, an alumnus, and a bishop.
A Trinity, let's say, though there may be a
Protest from the Council of Nicca.
Justice is now prepared to make uncouth
What wiser heads have always called the truth.
To bring the charge for which the case is tried
Is Bishop Hobart, on the Epistle side.
A man who likes to give a clear impression
That Twelve Apostles founded his succession.
For the defense, all other aid refused,
And acting for himself, sits the accused.
And now the Bishop reads the accusation:
Defendant has, with gross premeditation,
When teaching theologues in various courses,

CONFUSED THEIR MINDS HY READINGS IN THE SOURCES.
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See, then, a courtroom ready for a trial.
The judges arc processing up the aisle.
(This is irregular, but efficacious;
A point some Anglicans adjudge fallacious.)
First enters Hannah More and takes her place,
Able enough alone to try the case;
A judgment reinforced in several ways
Since next there enters Rutherford B. Hayes.
Last in procession comes Philander Chase,
Postmaster-General of the human race.
He greets his public with a gracious nod:
A judge, a bishop, and a minor god.

Such academic cruelty surpasses
Man's inhumanity to man in classes.
We think it fine to be meticulous,
But this, your honors, is ridiculous.
And now the Canons and the Constitution
Permit a witness for the prosecution."
The witness comes, a Deacon dressed in black,
Cheered by a collar buttoned in the back.
A walking proof that when the Church ordains
It can bestow no supplementary brains.
He has not read a book since graduation,
But then few books adorned his education.
He swears, with all the ignorance of youth,

This poem was read last spring at a dinner of the Bexley faculty and
student body which was held in honor of Professor Salomon. The
occasion was his "formal" retirement from the seminary faculty
( formal" because he is giving one course in the present academic
year). Mr. Welsh, who taught at Kenyon for many years and also
served as chaplain at various periods, is now editor of Forward
Movement Publications.
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To tell the truth, and nothing but the truth.
To tell the whole truth lies beyond his power;
He can tell all he knows in half an hour.
Now Bishop Hobart makes the issue clear:
"Did the accused, as far as you could hear,
One day, when coming out of Evening Prayer,
Refer to plainsong as a pious blare?
Did he deny, and say you also should,
The historicity of Robin Hood?
Did he deny the C of E to be a
Mission brought by Joseph of Arimathea?
And did he speak, with praises rather feeble,
Of Pusey, Newman, Palmer, Froude, and Kcble?
And finally, has he been known to speak
Whole sentences in Latin and in Greek?"
The witness, when in doubt, had learned to guess.
He pauses, thinks awhile, and answers, "Yes."
"Damnation!" cries the Bishop, quoting Crudence.
"This man has had an influence on his students!
Now sentence him, without the slightest pity,
To permanent tenure on a large committee.
Now the accused is ready at the bar
With notes, a thermos, and a large cigar.
"Our case arose," he says, "with Queen Victoria:
Does lex talionis pertain, or lex cotnmissoria?
If you consult the Corpus juris Canonici
You will discover decreetals to be astonished by.
Yet, gentlemen, I ask you, what would it gain us
To follow the forms of the Codex Justinianus?
The issue is clear: shall we return to the sources,
Or let some Barnes and Noble write our courses?
Nothing, without an origin, can be,
As even Origen himself could see.

A bishop, for example, is derived
From all the ancient bishops who survived.
Thus every bishop has a certain air
Of leaning back on one who isn't there."
At this a modest blush suffused the face
Of Bishop Hobart and of Bishop Chase.
"Whether in Church or State the law applies:
Long live the king' we say when one king dies.
Even the White House gives a clear impression
Of life in Capitolical succession
At this remark, a patriotic haze
Enlarged the beard of Rutherford B. Hayes.
"As Cross and Crown are thus dependent fruits,
So homo sap. mounts up from ancient roots.
For, gentlemen, the sweetest fruit of all
Was Eve herself, so ripe she had to fall.
And who can doubt that all our favorite sinning
Copies the pleasures found at that beginning.
Pison, Gihon, Hiddekel, and Euphrates
Spread the good news that now the world has ladies.
Therefore I rest my case upon a mystery:
Nothing at all exists outside of history!
He sits, and sudden cheering breaks the silence,
Led by Philander with surprising violence.
Then Hannah More hands down the court's decree:
"Discharged, honoris causa. You are free!"

And that, O Muse, is how it might have been.
Though sadly worded by a feeble pen.
The moral is the one that you have guessed:
NESCIRE FONTF.S RADIX MALORUM EST.

by Clement W. We 1 sh
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*J^"EW BOOKS by alumni include The National
League Story by Lee Allen, '37 (Hill and Wan#,
$4.50), which covers the First 83 years of the League's
history, and Calendar of Christianity by Allan Hauck, '45,
a collection of brief essays about the origins of Christian
holidays and holy days (Association Press, .50). Ernest
Oil worth, '33, has made a translation of Voltaire's Philosofthical Letters which is available in the Library of Liberal
Arts series published by Bobbs-Merrill (Si.00). Gryphon
Records has issued an album of The Poems of John W.
Clark ($4.98). Mr. Clark, '41, made the original reading
for the Poetry and Literature Archives of the Library of
Congress. Honorary alumni are the authors of two books:
The Privilege of Teaching by Oora P. Chaplin, '56
(Morehouse-Barlow Company, $4.50), and Struggle for
Vreednm by Lewis Bliss Whittcmore, '39 (Scabury Press,
$5.50). Christianity and Political Responsibility by Alden
I). Kelley of the Bcxley Hall faculty discusses politics as
an 'ntcKr<al and indispensable component of daily life"
(Westminster Press, $5.00). A pamphlet available withh,,m Harcourt, Bract and World includes ,m
essay, The Window-Washing Theory of Science Teach
ing," by Franklin Miller, Jr., of the physics department
(Notes on the Nature of Science). Mr. Miller's wife,
Libusc Lukas Miller, has published a study of Kierkegaard's
thought on the individual, In Search of the Self (Muhlen
berg Press, $4.95). Robert Daniel of the English department is an editor of the revised edition of Theme and
form, a college textbook (Prentice-Hall, $6.95).
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THE LORDS IN BATTLE
By

f

Director of Athletics

FOOTBALL . .. THE RECORD SHOWS THAT
the 1962 football season was a typical
one but what it doesn't show is that the
season was both eventful and exciting.
It was eventful because of the opening
of McBride Field (for the story of the
field's dedication, see the following
pages). The excitement came from the
Lord passing attack, which kept the team
in contention in every game except the
mud encounter with Baldwin-Wallace at
Berea. Senior Dave Shevitz of Detroit,
playing the "lonesome" end position, de
veloped into probably the best pass re
ceiver in Kenyon's history.
He and
junior quarterback Mike Wood of Lan
caster, O., with his passing and running,
were responsible for the Lords' best offen
sive effort of the last decade. Wins in
the first two games over Wilmington and
Wooster gave team followers high hopes
for a successful season, but unfortunately
the injury toll caused defensive troubles
which were insurmountable.
The team will have to be rebuilt for
next season, for seven seniors played their
last for the Purple and White. In ad
dition to Shevitz, they included left end
Mike Kolczun and right tackle and cocaptain Terry Owen, full-time performers
for four years; Co-Capt. Fred Schladcn,
the defensive signal-caller from his linebacking position; halfback Curt Cree, al-

so a two-way performer and a man who
was having his best season until injured
in the third game; Bob Hunter and Tom
Taylor, who divided the center duties;
and Tom Dvorak, linebacker and guard.
Junior returning lettermen were Wood,
defensive halfback Jeff Way, fullback
Bruce Twine, halfback Chuck Verdery
(who missed the last four games because
of a shoulder injury), middle defensive
guard Terry Murbach, linebacker-guard
Barry Jentz, and end Hubic Hicks (who
broke an arm in the season's opener).
Sophomore returnees were linebacker
Paul Zuydhoek, two-way regular tackle
Jim Williams, and offensive guards Aaron
Burke and Myron Harrison. Lettermen
in the freshman class were halfbacks
Mike Harrison and John Rutter, quarter
back Bob Leonard (who received a brok
en leg halfway through the season), anil
tackle Pat Reid.
SOCCER . . . THE SUPERB PERFORMANCE
of the 1962 hooters was a pleasant sur
prise to Coach Bob Harrison and a shock
to the soccer experts of the state. The
difference between this team and its immediate predecessors was the inspiring
play of the nine seniors on the squad
particularly that of C.o-Capt. Dave Dawson of Chadds Ford, Pa., All-Ohio center
halfback last year and an All-American

The 1962 football team. Front row, left to ri^ht, White (asst. coach), Crcc, Hunter, Schladcn
(co-capt.), Owen, Shevitz, Taylor, Kolczun. Second row, Sweeney, Myron Harrison, Kerr,
Williams, Rcid, I.owey, Hicks. Third row. Lave (head coach), Way, Hurkc. Twine, Zuydhock,
Rutter, Brown, Jentz, Dubicl (asst. coach). Fourth row, Wood, Leonard, Logan, Murbach,
Mike Harrison, Picks, Linger. Fifth row, Leahy, Sargent, DelVcsco, Welsh, Lgan, Holmes,
Babcock (mgr.), Falkenstine (asst. coach).
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Soccer co-captains Dave Dawson (left) and
Dave McKee, both '6J, with Coach Harrison.

candidate this season. Seniors Dave Mc
Kee (co-captain), Bob MacFarland, Jim
Monell, and John Tcare on the front line,
and Adrian Paulct, Dave Col Icy, and Pete
Readingcr backing up Dawson, produced
a stable defense for the team which
mainly accounted for its improved record.
The hooters had illusions of champ
ionships after winning five of their first
seven (lost to Obcrlin and tied Fenn),
including a surprising win over previous
ly undefeated Ohio University. Hie
bubble burst when the Lords were upset
by Ohio State at Columbus 4-1 on the
next to last Saturday of the season.
The seniors were the strength of the
team, but they received able help on the
front line from sophomore Bob Dovitz
and freshman Jeff Boynton, who were
team scoring leaders; from junior Ken
Korfmann and sophomore Bill Lerchen
on defense; from junior goalie Dave
Kearney, and, in the way of reserve
strength, from junior Joel Kellman and
freshmen Lee Bowman and Mike Dyslin.
BASKETBALL . . . WITH FOUR REGULARS
returning, the fifth
Lord cage team
coached by Bob Harrison embarks on its
first round-robin Conference schedule—
an innovation of the Conference for 196263. Capt. Tom Collins, a senior from
Mount Prospect. III., and sharpshooting
sophomore Ken Klug of Cleveland will
handle the backcourt in the deliberate
patterns of the shuffle offense to be used
by the Lords again this season. The
front court assignments will have juniors
Dave Schmid and Randy Livingston en
trenched in the lineup, with a wide-open
battle for the fifth
starting position.
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Probable candidates are seniors Bob
Chenen and Bill Kuehl, junior A1 Pettibone, sophomore John Lynn, and fresh
man Brian Farney. It was impossible to
schedule action in any of the holiday
tournaments, and thus the team will face
the old bugaboo of playing two seasons:
one before Christmas and then a second
after a three-week layoff.
SWIMMING . . . THIS SEASON WILL MARK
the ninth that Tom Edwards has coached
the Lord splashers, and his problems are
many as the team approaches the defense
of its tenth consecutive Ohio Conference
title and a tough schedule which includes
four Mid-American Conference teams.
The team's particular strength will be
in the freestyle contingent led by senior
co-captains Dave Evans of Westport,
Conn, (varsity record holder in the 50
and 100) and Lou Kuppenheimcr of
Winnetka, 111. This contingent also in
cludes senior Tim Pierce, junior Mike
Claggctt (second in the Conference last
year in both the 220 and the 440),
sophomore Frank Kooistra, and freshmen
Pete Carlson, Jim Lash (an All-American
prep star), Charley Evans (brother of
Dave), and Bill Watkins. The breaststroke group looks formidable, consisting
as it does of junior Tom LaBaugh (Con
ference 100 winner), sophomores Jim
Young (Conference 100 record holder),
Dick Maggs, John Miller, and freshman
Roy Spalding. Butterfly entrants are

senior Mifflin Hayes and sophomore Tom
Sant. Junior Dave Gullion, Conference
second-place winner in both the 100 and
200 backstroke, is the only backstroker
on the squad. The individual medley
event will be handled by LaBaugh and
freshman Ed Telling.
Rule changes for the new season have
shortened the 220 freestyle to 200 yards,
and lengthened the 440 to 500 yards,
which means that all events will finish
at the same end of the pool. Another
significant rule change is that the hand
touch is no longer required on turns in
freestyle events. A touch by any part
of the body will suffice.
WRESTLING . . . THE 1962-63 WRESTling team will lean heavily on freshmen
in its bid for a winning season. Capt.
Dick Wortman, a sophomore from Pitts
burgh, will lead the list of returning
Icttermcn. He was last year's only win
ning wrestler. Other lettermcn include
seniors Tom Novinson and Stanley
Friedman, junior Bob Almirall, and
sophomore Dick Ray.
THIS AND THAT .. . DAVE SHEVITZ, '63,
the sensational pass receiver on the foot
ball team and captain of the track team,
is one of the College's candidates for a
Rhodes Scholarship. He is also College
nominee for one of the Col. Blaik Football
Hall of Fame Scholarships . . . The Lord
coaching staff is apprehensive about the

Pierre MeBride

future of athletics on the Hill. The num
ber of athletes in the last two freshman
classes is down from former years, despite
the increase in College enrollment. In
terested alumni are urged to locate and
recruit any promising athlete who is
academically qualified. Seldom does a
quality athlete come to a particular col
lege without considerable encouragement.
SCHEDULE OF WINTER SPORTS
SWIMMING . . . December 1, Invitational Re
lays (at Slippery Rock); 8, Ohio Conference
Relays (at Akron); January 5, Big Ten Relays
(at Indiana); 12, Bowling Green (Home);
15, Wittenberg (Away); 18, Western Michi
gan (A); 19, Albion (A); 31, Akron (H);
February 2, Miami (A); 7, Ohio University
(H); 9, Ohio Wesleyan (A); 14, Wooster
(A); 16, Denison (H); 23, Oberlin (H);
March 1-2, Ohio Conference Championships
(at Oberlin).
BASKETBALL . . . December 1, Fenn (H); 6,
Ohio Wesleyan (H); 8, Otterbein (A); 11,
Wittenberg (H); January 5, Baldwin-Wallace
(A); 10, Capital (H); 12, Denison (A); 17,
Heidelberg (H); 19, Hiram (A); 31, Marietta
(H); February 2. Mount Union (A); 5, Woos
ter (A); 9, Muskingum (H); 14, Akron (H);
16, Wilmington (A); 19, Oberlin (A); 22-23,
March 1-2, Ohio Conference Tournament (at
Capital).
WRESTLING . . . January 10, Ohio Wesleyan
(H); 12, Adrian (H); 16, Denison (A); 19,
Hiram (H); 29, Wooster (A); February 2,
Oberlin (H); 5, Muskingum (H); 9, Witten
berg (A); 14, Otterbein (A); 16, Akron (A);
19, Capital (A); 23, Baldwin-Wallace (H);
March 1-2, Ohio Conference Championships
(at Hiram).

BY DENHAM SUTCLIFFE

Remarks made at the Ale Bride Testimonial Dinner
on October 13
TjlERRE McBRIDE entered Kenyon
JL College in the fall of 1914 and he
took his degree in 1937. That is not a
pace to be described as "accelerated." The
first inference to be drawn from such
evidence is of unparalleled stupidity.
His friends called him "Weary," and I
think we can see why. Kenyon is not a
place a man may easily weary of, but
twenty-three years is a long time. The
trouble with MeBride wasn't, however,
that he was fundamentally stupid; indeed,
he showed, as Swift would say, some
small glimmerings of reason. He was
simply too much devoted to extracurri
cular activities. War, for instance. In
stead of staying on the campus and duti
fully doing what Pete Reeves and Bugs
Walton told him to do, he went chasing
off with the United States Army Engin-
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eers and wasted time collecting battle
stars—four of them, the record card says.
When that was over, he still didn't hurry
home to complete his assignments; in
stead, he registered as a student at The
University of Poitiers. Nowadays they
call that "the junior year abroad," and
it is quite a fad with some colleges.
He finally did come back to the United
States, but he continued to neglect his
studies for extracurricular affairs—this
time to take a job with Fred Zinn up in
Toledo. He must by that time have
learned something, because he earned
enough to buy a Rickenbacher coupe
which he used to groom and curry as if
it were a thoroughbred. Historians say
that he and Fred Zinn used to drive it
down for football weekends. They had
three suitcases, one each for clothes and

a third one filled with Army surplus
canteens. Those canteens contained a
colorless liquid of which it is said that
in those unhappy days it was made in
bathtubs. It is not recorded that they
carried any of it back to Toledo.
Still neglecting his studies, he set
about founding a business of his own in
Louisville. It has survived in spite of his
continued passion for extracurricular affairs. Fortunately for the academic life,
it was the business that took him back
to his books and to his real duty. Employees began to fall sick of an obscure
malady; a few of them died; and the
young boss began to do some hard think ing and studying. The result, which
could not under the circumstances be a
hasty one, was a survey of scholarship
about silicosis, its causes, and above all

its prevention. Silicosis was not then
the well-known term that it is now; in
deed, very little was known about the
disease, and it presented a deadly threat
to businesses as well as men. Pierre
McBride helped to put an end to that
by his study and by fighting through the
Kentucky legislature a bill that would
help ensure prevention. Bugs Walton
found out about the matter, encouraged
McBride to submit the paper for exam
ination by the faculty, and, under the
rules then governing degrees to soldiers,
the B.Lit. was at last presented to a weary
McBride. I'm happy to say that it was
conferred by Fat Peirce at the last com
mencement over which he presided. It
was a degree well-earned.
The truth is that Weary McBride did
n't earn his nickname; he inherited it.
He inherited it from Fred Wonders—
Weary Wonders, who had graduated in
the spring of 1914—only because Mc
Bride was assigned to Wonders' old place
in the dormitory. That should have illus
trated for him the unjust caprices of fate;
or perhaps it acted as a spur. It is easy
to read McBride's career as an effort to
live down an accidental aspersion. The
editors of Reveille, however, weren't
struck by his nickname; they were far
more impressed by the one devised for him
by his parents in Moberly, Mo. Reveille
for 1917 lists him among the junior class
as Pierre Bushnell McBride; the editors
invite attention to his "full title" and
prophesy that "if for nothing else he
ought to make a success out of life." That
allows one to wonder whether there may
be something in a name.
MR. MCBRIDF. HADN'T, HOWEVER,
waited for his degree before he began
working for Kenyon College. He was
barely back from France when he began
the organization of an alumni association
in Toledo. He was the spark that created
He became
.in association in Mansfield.
chapter adviser to his fraternity here, and
many a boy still recollects his kindnesses.
As soon as he moved to Louisville, we
began to get a fresh stream of applica
tions from that city. Nobody was sur
prised when he was elected president of
the Alumni Association; he was the ob
vious man for alumni trustee; and one
might say that it was only in the course
of nature that he should be elected a
permanent member of the board.
A novelist would have a hard time
fitting Pierre McBride into a fiction about
academic life, for he has none of the
attributes they like to confer upon board
members. He had barely been elected to
the board in 1954 before he began press
ing for a rise in faculty salaries. When
it was objected that the bank account
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Mr. and Mrs. McBride in front of the field's new electric scoreboard.

During the half time ceremonies, the splendid Mount Vernon (().) High School
Marching Band performed for spectators. The hand is shown here paying
tribute to Mr. McBride by forming the letters of his first name.
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/!/ //>e dedication: President Lund, Mr.
McBride (with commemorative plaque),
and Mrs. McBride (holding roses pre
sented to her hy the Kenyon Klan, and
the football used in Kenyon's win over
Wooster).
wouldn't stand it, he increased the Col
lege's bank account by diminishing his
own. That action impelled another mem
ber of the board to forward a vigorous
sum for the same purpose, and there were
big smiles on faculty faces. Pierre Mc
Bride is not only generous in himself;
he is the cause that generosity is in other
men. He, who works himself almost
without respite, perceived that teachers
can't pump learning into the young with
out pausing once in a while to replenish
their own reservoirs; he began to cam
paign for a sabbatical leave program.
When it was objected that the College
couldn't afford a sabbatical leave pro
gram, he again increased the College's
bank account by diminishing his own.
When the fund drive of 1959-60 threat
ened to stall at the end, it was Pierre Mc
Bride who challenged his colleagues on
the board to raise the last $300,000 by
committing himself to provide as much
as a third of it. The result was that
giving began again, and by the deadline
date of December 17 (I960) we had
achieved our goal. Again I say that
Pierre McBride is not only generous in
himself; he is the cause that generosity
is in other men.
His benefactions don't always seek such
lofty purposes. When he discovered that
a horse-crazy faculty daughter might die
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Mr. McBride speaking at the testimonial dinner in Peirce Hall.
At extreme left is Mr. Sutcliffe.

if she didn't see the Kentucky Derby, he
sent her tickets for his own box at
Churchill Downs. That action didn't
build any libraries, but it put a lot of
joy into the world. Modesty forbids me
to say whose daughter it was.
I am chiefly emphasizing here McBride's persistence in extracurricular af
fairs. As Huckleberry Finn says, if a
feller don't get started right, there ain't
much you can do with him afterwards.
Right now, when Pierre McBride should
be attending to the porcelain enamel
business, he is forever running up to
St. Louis to sit as chairman of the board
of the Federal Reserve Bank. As a
Louisville newspaper laconically said at
the time of his appointment, the Federal
Reserve System 'greatly influences the
supply of money in the nation." I won
der if they know how much he influences
the supply of money in Gambier? Louis
ville newspapers bragged when McBride
was appointed to the board of the St.
Louis bank; they rightly assumed that
nobody in St. Louis was good enough
for the job. But I note that they picked
a Missouri boy after all.
Kenyon College has many ambitions,
and Pierre McBride has put us on the
way of realizing some of them. Among
them is our ambition to beat Wooster at
football. I grit my teeth and say that

it hasn't happened very often—only eight
times out of thirty since 1890. But it
happened two weeks ago on McBride
Field, and the expectation is that Woos
ter will never win here again. The name
of McBride will frighten them as much
as it delights us.
IT IS FAMOUSLY SAID OF THE F.ARI.S AND
lords that they gave their crowns, they
gave their pearls. There are worse ways
of being remembered than by a hearty
song. I wish some good lyric writerPhil Mather, for example—would per
petuate Pierre McBridc's generosity in
the same way. The lords and earls arc
remembered also in our daily speech by
place-names. Pierre McBride has now
achieved the same degree of immortality;
to our common language of Gambier,
Kenyon, Wiggin, Cromwell, his name
will be added.
In 1955, in this Hall, he received the
Gregg cup, which is given to the alumnus
who has done most for the College during
a year. I think none of his colleagues
will take it amiss if I say that for him
we ought to have a cup that celebrates
lifetime service. But cups wear out faster
than words, so I have offered him some
of those instead, just as he has conferred
a word upon us.

j§>ALUMNI NOTES!
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David Bowman
429 Warren Ave.
Cincinnati

THE REV. ERIC TASMAN, Bex. '17.
See under Bexley Notes.

'17

Dana Hill
1254 Hathaway Ave.
Lakewood, O.

THE RT. REV. JAMES DeWOLFE,
Bex. '19. See under Bexley Notes.

'24

Henry Crawford
1857 Union Commerce
Building
Cleveland

He was formerly a director and senior
vice president.
WALTER RAINIE has joined the real
estate sales staff of the Welles-Bowen
Company in Toledo, He is specializing
in residential and commercial properties.

'29

Col. William Baird
2229 Coventry Rd.
Columbus, O.

'30

George Hammond
2125 Waltham Rd.
Colurpbus, O.

THE REV. JOHN ZIMMERMAN,
Bex. '29. See under Bexley Notes.

G. HENRY McFADDEN became assistant city income tax director in
Steubenville, O., on July 1.

ROBERT BALTZELL is serving in
the newly created post of executive vice
president of the First-Knox National
Bank in Mount Vernon, O.

'25

'31

Robert Hovorka
45 E. 72 St.
New York

GEORGE HAMILTON has become
board chairman of the First National
Bank and Trust Company of Lima, O.

The Rev. W. Robert Webb,
Bex '35
14()4 Akin Dr.
Evansville, Ind.

MYRON ROBINSON will become
director of the Canton (O.) City Recrea-

Philip Hummel, '23, has presented to the White House collection of early Americana this
rare Limoges plate. It is from a service which was ordered by the Marquis de Lafayette
for Martha Washington, and is one of the few White House items of historic interest pre
dating the fire of 1814. The plate is white (the dark surround is a shadow-box frame),
with a border of emerald green links forming a chain of the states which were in the
Union by 1792. The sunburst is gold, and the medallion which carries the monogram MW
is dark bottle green, gold, and black. The bandarello on which the motto is written is
rose colored.
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The Rev. Charles Stires,
Bex. '35
225 Stolp Ave.
Syracuse, N.Y.

THE RT. REV. PHILIP McNAlRY,
Bex. '34. See under Bexley Notes.
THE REV. CHARLES STIRES, Bex.
'35. See under Bexley Notes.
JOHN GILLETT has joined the M. G.
Steele Company of Rome, N.Y. He will
represent Steele in Ohio, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, metropolitan New York, and
Long Island. Mr. Gillett was formerly
associated with the Industrial Equipment
Company.

'33
LOST ALUMNI
Duncan Bentley, Jr., Detroit
Richard Bliss, Park Ridge, III.
John Chambers, Jr., Marquette, Mich.
Cornelius Cole, Jr., Kansas City, Mo.
George Davey, Amsterdam, N.Y.
Charles Duffy, New York
Robert Gardner, Kansas City, Kans.
Paul Hardcastle, Cincinnati
Dr. John Howard, New Orleans
Ulysses Johnson, Jr., Oak Park, III.
Lc-Roy Lamkin, Lakewood, O.
Frederick MacKenzie, Birmingham, Mich.
Joseph Pore
James Stambaugh, Toledo
Alexander Sterling, Rochester, N.Y.
Ralph Stock, Columbus, O.
Dr. John TuHis, Newton, Mass.
David Wharton, San Francisco
Robert Wilson, Washington, D.C.
William Wood, Bex. '33
William Young, Washington, D.C.

'34
[l

I

tion Department on January 1. At present
he is serving as assistant director, a post
which he has held for the past ten years.

Frank Mallett
314 Oakland Park Ave.
Columbus, O.

LOST ALUMNI
Stephen Clarke, Evanston, III.
Richard Ewalt
George Furman
William Gibb, Jr., Quincy, Mass.
The Rev. Barney Golden
George Hart
Galen Hostetler, Strasburg, O.
Robert Kemper, Newton, Mass.
Bruce Marshall, Riverside, Ontario,
Canada
Jack Pittsford, Indianapolis
Frederick Poel, Jr., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Bert Root, Jr., Toledo
L. Bruce Sutton, Birmingham, Ala.
Frederick Vogel, Jr., West Albany, N.Y.
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The Ktnyon Alumni Association of New
York held its annual picnic in June at the
Tomkins Cove home of George Brain, "20.
This was one of the largest gatherings to
date, with more than thirty area alumni in
attendance.
Jack Critchficld
341 N. Bcvcr St.
Wooster, O.

LOST AI.UMNI
Robert Baker, Boise, Idaho
Theodore Borst
Henry Bullock, Bellcfontc, Pa.
Thomas Burnett, Louisville, Ky.
Laurence Burns, Kansas City, Mo.
Luther Conovcr, II, Highland Park, III.
Grant Dwyer, Toledo
Earl Enge, Chicago
William Habcggcr, Pittsburgh
The Rev. Bernard Hanninger, Bex. '35
Charles Heald, Jr.
Charles Motto, Dunkirk, N.Y.
The Rev. Trevor Rhys
WHARTON KEPPLER is mathema
tician and chief, data reduction, U. S.
Army Ordnance Test Activity, at the
Yuma (Ariz.) Test Station. Recently
Mr. Keppler and his family moved from
quarters at the station to 1033 E. Hacienda
Dr. in Yuma.

'36

Robert Doepke
1228 Edwards Rd.
Cincinnati

LOST ALUMNI
John Chamberlain
Harold Hixon
John Hummelgaard, Harrisburg, Pa.
Henry Kamerer, Lima, O.
Oscar Koke, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Thomas MacDougal, Jr., Chicago
Milton Merrill, Miami
Gilbert Moran, Jr., Chicago
John Oldham, Jacksonville, Fla.
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DR. RAYMOND LUOMANEN is
co-author of a paper on the "oat-cell"
cancers of the lung which was read in
July at the Eighth International Cancer
Congress held at Moscow State Univer
sity. The paper was one of 180 chosen
from over 500 which were submitted to
be read at the Congress.
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Raymond Osborne, Rolling Hills, Calif.
George Peiffer, III. San Leandro, Calif.
John Risher, Warren, O.
Robert Stone, Tampa, Fla.
George Thomas, Jr., Hillside, Ariz.
Howard Wilson, II, Bridgeport, O.
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Edmund Dandridge, Jr.
2118 Victoria Circle
Ann Arbor, Mich.

LOST ALUMNI
Gustav Ahlbrandt, Jr., Santa Monica,
Calif.
Frank Allen, Jr., Akron
Robert Cummings, Jr., Pittsburgh
Edmund Hart, Jr., Madison, Wis.
John Helm, II, Louisville, Ky.
Harold Henderson, Jr., Honolulu
William Hobbs, McKeesport, Pa.
Robert Kimball, Muskegon, Mich.
Eugene Knox, Annapolis, Md.
Robert Kreimer, Cincinnati
Charles Lad ley, Pittsburgh
Cyrus McDonald, Jr.
J. Herbert Otwell, Maumee, O.
Harry Pembcrton, Louisville, Ky.
Edward Vlachos, Philadelphia
The Rev. Ralph Weeks, Fairbanks, Alaska
PAUL GRIFFITHS, JR., has been ap
pointed northeastern regional sales man
ager for all industrial and fine paper
products manufactured by Ludlow Papers.
Mr. Griffiths was formerly associated with
Scott Paper Company. His new head
quarters are at Ludlow's main offices in
Necdham Heights, Mass.
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David Jasper, Jr.
115 Hampshire Rd.
Syracuse, N.Y.

LOST AI.UMNI
Alfred Allen, Akron
Frank Collidge, Jr., Glencoe, III.
George Cushing, Detroit
Kent Doolittle, Laguna Beach, Calif.
Ralph Hayes, Wilmington, Del.
Robert Huff, Tiffin, O.
James Kirby
Charles McKennon, Lakewood, O.
Robert Paskins, San Francisco
James Suffron, Los Angeles
Joseph Tarkington
David Watson, Youngstown, O.
Robert Wood, Marietta, Ga.
JOHN FINK became advertising man
ager of the Flxible Company in Loudon-

ville, O., on October 1. He is living in
nearby Danville with his wife and six
children (two of them adopted).
JOHN TAPPAN has succeeded his
father as a director of The Tappan Com
pany, Mansfield, O. Mr. Tappan is a
partner in the Mobile, Ala., law firm of
Pillans, Reams, Tappan, Wood and Rob
erts. He has been associated with the
firm since 1944.
FRANK DITMARS has become dis
trict sales manager in Los Angeles for the
Armco Division of Armco Steel Corpor
ation. He was formerly assistant man
ager, western sales, with headquarters in
Middletown, O.
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LOST ALUMNI
George Adams, Arlington, Va.
Howard Adams, Jr., Tacoma, Wash.
George Allaman, Rio de Janeiro
James Carlile, Hartford, Conn.
Frank Cline, II
George Gage
Charles Hill, Port Huron, Mich.
Laurence Jones, Lake Forest, III.
John Knoderer, Oakwood, O.
Edwin Leiscnring, Tekamah, Neb.
Robert MacLennan, Lakewood, O.
Rodney Morison, Beverly Hills, Calif.
John Patterson, Birmingham, Mich.
Edward Raincy, Cleveland
John Sipher, Jr., Columbus, O.
David Snyder, Danville, 111.
Robert Wray, Jr., Coshocton, O.
JAMES ISRAEL is serving as staff
photographer for General Motors in
Detroit.
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Donald McNeill
Edgehill Dr.
Darien, Conn.

LOST ALUMNI
Samuel Crobaugh, Wickliffe, O.
Arvid Laurila, Ashtabula, O.
Robert Nash
Robert Skinkle, Lake Forest, III.
Robert Saunders, Atlanta
Clark Story, Fort Knox, Ky.
Peter Vanderkloot, Oak Park, 111.
James Watson, Muskogee, Okla.
Edward Whitcher, Prairie Village, Kans.
George Wilson, Estes Park, Colo.
Robert Wilson, Kenilworth, III.
Albert Wood, Sharonville, O.
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Charles Mitchell
3305 Dorchester Rd.
Shaker Heights, O.

ROBERT BROWNING has become
vice principal at Linmoor Junior High
School in Columbus, O. Mr. Browning

joined the Columbus school system in
1955 and was a science teacher for six
years prior to entering administrative
training.
EARLE CHANNER, JR., is current
vice president of the Industrial Fasteners
Institute.
WILLIAM RYAN is a member of
the sales training staff of The Ohio
Company, an investment banking firm in
Columbus. Prior to joining the company
last June, Mr. Ryan was sales manager
with Industrial Metal Protectives.
CHARLES MITCHELL has been
elected commodore of the Shaker Lakes
Canoe Club in suburban Cleveland. Mr.
Mitchell and another classmate, ED
WARD WORTHINGTON, are current
ly serving as deacons of Fairmount Pres
byterian Church in Cleveland Heights.
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Nicholas Riviere, Jr.
808 W. Waldheim Rd.
Pittsburgh

JOHN RE1NHEIMER is spending the
present academic year doing research in
chemistry at The University of Munich.
He is the recipient of a grant from the
Petroleum Research Fund.
THE REV. WILLIAM COOK, who
has been assistant at Trinity Episcopal
Cathedral in Cleveland for the past three
years, has become a caseworker for Cuya
hoga County Welfare. He continues to
serve at the cathedral.
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Herbert Long
232 Thirty-third St., N.W.
Canton, O.

JAMES BELLOWS became managing
editor of the New York Herald Tribune
in October. He was formerly executive
editor in charge of news operations.
THOMAS SMITH, '43
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THOMAS SMITH has been appointed
vice president for academic affairs at Ohio
University.
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Donald Hamister
80 S. Winston Rd.
Lake Forest, III.

THOMAS SMITH, '43V. See under
original class year.
SCOTT MORRILL and Sallie Hoicomb Cashion were married on August
31 in Pensacola, Fla. They are living
in Warrington, Fla., at Live Oaks, 419
Rou Station Rd.
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JAMES BELLOWS, *43V. See under
original class year.
REED HALSTED has become product
manager of the Diaparene Products Divi
sion of Breon Laboratories. Mr. Halsted
was formerly associated with the Phar
maceutical Laboratories Division of
Schieffelin and Company.
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Qui Cooke, Jr.
61 Hutchinson Ave.
Worthington, O.

CHARLES REHMUS has been ap
pointed associate professor of political
science and director of the Institute of
Labor and Industrial Relations at The
University of Michigan. His new home
address is 3788 Greenook Rd., Rt. 1,
Ann Arbor.
DONALD PLATT is senior sales engineer in the Jet Division of Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge, Inc. In his new posi
tion he is responsible for co-ordinating
sales activities with the Army and other
military services. Mr. Piatt joined TRW
in 1957.
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newly incorporated firm, Poly-Tronics
Corporation in Columbus, O. His com
pany specializes in the molding, fabri
cation, and application of expandable
polystyrene bead products. Mr. Houk
was formerly associated with Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
THOMAS FOWLER—a "lost alumnus"—reports that he is a life insurance
salesman for Mutual of New York and a
vestryman at St. Peter's Episcopal Church
in Ashtabula, O. Mr. Fowler and his
wife have two sons and a daughter.
ERIC PROPPER is product manager
for the Electronic Weighing Division of
Revere Corporation of America. An ar
ticle by Mr. Propper on "Basic Accuracy
Limitations in Weight and C. G. Deter
mination" appeared in the May 1962
issue of Missiles & Space.
* /""/"V
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ROBERT DAVIS has become a consuiting account executive for Michigan
Blue Cross-Blue Shield. In this capacity
he has "account responsibility for Michi
gan contained groups in excess of 2000
employees." He was formerly a group
insurance manager with the John Han
cock Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Mr. Davis also reports that he has
"founded a community theatre group
called The Moravian Players. We very
successfully staged The Curious Savage
last spring." Mr. Davis, his wife, and
four children live in Mount Clemens.
ELLINGTON WHITE, JR., had a
story, "Iago and the Tired Red Moor,"
in the Summer number of The Kenyon
Review.
EDWIN WATKINS is now associated
ROBERT DAVIS, 50

Howard Bradley
54 Grcsham Dr.
Eggertsville, N.Y.

*

SCOTT MORRILL, '44V. See under
original class year.
ROBER T HIRST has become head of
circulation at the Sprain Brook Branch
of the Yonkers (N.Y.) Public Library.
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Louis Wliitaker
Principio Recess, Rt. 1
Wheeling, W.Va.

<:

William Porter
681 Hampton
Grosse Pointe, Mich.

DONALD ROTHCHILD is a Fulbright lecturer this year at Makerere Col
lege in Kampala, Uganda. Mr. Rothchild is on leave from Colby College,
where he is an assistant professor of
government.
WILLIAM HOUK is a founder, vice
president, and operations manager of a

...
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with the Michigan State University Press
in East Lansing. He is serving as man
aging editor.
ROBERT KASTNER is proprietor of
his own business, Pet Products Manufac
turing Company, New York.
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN is assistant
professor of English language and lin
guistics at the State University of Iowa.
LLOYD HOOD, JR., is listed in the
1962 roster of the Million Dollar Round
Table of the National Association of Life
Underwriters. Mr. Hood, a Chartered
Life Underwriter, is a representative of
the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Company. His home is in Evanston, 111.
WILLIAM FRENAYE, Kenyon's form
er alumni secretary, has joined the ad
ministration at Lake Erie College as
director of development.
He and his
family have purchased a home at 806
Marshall Dr. in Painesville, O.
HENRY ROBERTS has moved to
Memphis, Tcnn., where he is terminal
manager for Fruehauf Trailer Company.
Mr Roberts was formerly employed at
Fruehauf's driveaway terminal in Avon
Lake, O.
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David Kulin
23728 Lake Rd.
Bay Village, O.

BEN STEVENSON and Virginia Blake
of Jackson, O., announced their engagement in September.
DR. LEON PERIS has opened an
office for the practice of obstetrics and
gynecology at the Jefferson Medical College Hospital in Philadelphia.
ALAN WRIGHT has been admitted
to practice before the U.S. Supreme Court.
Mr. Wright is assistant prosecutor in Lake
County, O.
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Peter Knapp
6751 Maple St.
Cincinnati

RICHARD ALLIEGRO has been promotcd to supervisor of manufacturing
engineering at the Norton Company in
Worcester, Mass. He joined Norton in
1957 as a process engineer and prior to
taking up his new responsibilities served
as supervisor of technical development.
RICHARD FLINN is serving as Far
East representative of The First National
Bank of Chicago. He reports that the
"assignment will probably continue for
some years." His new address is Chiyoda
Building, Room 629, 1, 14-Banchi, Marunouchi, 2-chome, Tokyo.
ALBERT DeCAPRIO is head of the
business section at the Miami (Fla.) Pub
lic Library.
ROBERT LEVY and his wife became
the parents of a daughter on March 28.
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Mr. Levy is a professor of law at The
University of Minnesota. An article of
his, "Some Thoughts on Antitrust Policy'
and the Antitrust Community" appears in
the 1961 volume of the Minnesota Law
Review.
RICHARD FRANCIS is teaching this
year in the English department at Brown
University.
His home address is 154
Angel 1 St., Providence 6.
G. BRUCE HARTMANN and Nancy
Laemmel of Greenwich, Conn., an
nounced their engagement in July.
ARTHUR SHERWOOD has become
a trustee of the Walters Art Gallery in
Baltimore. He also serves as president
of the Peale Museum.

Conn., announced their engagement in
the spring. Mr. Forsyth is associated
with the Perkin-Elmer Corporation in
Norwalk, Conn.
RICHARD COLLIN is doing graduate work this year at New York Uni
versity.
DR. GORDON GREENBLATT and
his wife became the parents of a son,
Eliot Maxwell, on July 3. Dr. Greenblatt is currently serving as a captain in
the Air Force. He is stationed at Orlando
Air Force Base in Florida and lives at
1640 Chestnut Ave. in Winter Park.
RICHARD HADDEN has joined the
staff of Wesleyan University Press as pro
motion manager.
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Joseph Rotolo
20002 Shakerwood Rd.
Warrensvillc Heights, O.

THE REV. ALBERT CHAPPELEAR,
Bex. '56. See under Bexley Notes.
NICHOLAS (ROME received his
M.F.A. degree from the State University
of Iowa in August.
EUGENE SADOWSKY is teaching
this year at the Mansfield (O.) Technical
School.
DONALD COMBS and Judith Kay
Simmons of Grand Rapids, Mich., were
married on August 18. They are living
in Warren, Mich., at 13251 E. Ten Mile
Rd.
SEYMOUR WEISSMAN is vice president of Vision Associates and producer,
director, and writer of industrial, documentary, and educational films.
His address is 316 W. 79 St., New York 24.
DONALD de GRUCHY and Betty
Jane Tate of Sarasota, Fla., announced
their engagement in August.
Mr. de
Gruchy is a representative for the Lock
heed Aircraft Corporation.
DAVID WAKEFIELD is employed by
the General Electric Company in Cincin
nati. He and his wife are the parents of
a two-year-old daughter and a new son.
WILLIAM GOLDHURST is teaching
in the English department at The Uni
versity of Puerto Rico.
JOHN LYONS, JR., and Martha Ward
McCreary of Lake Forest, III., were mar
ried on April 28 at St. Mary's Church in
that community.
EDGAR DAVIS is teaching business
and economics in the evening division at
Indiana Central College. Mr. Davis is
senior financial
analyst for Eli Lilly and
Company.
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ROBERT
Whittenhall

Ronald Petti
6532 S. Menard Ave.
Chicago
FORSYTH and
Nancy
Hamilton
of
Salisbury,

James Hughes, Jr.
30 W. Monroe
Chicago

JOHN BRADFIELD, JR., has moved
from Grosse Pointe to Ann Arbor, Mich.
His address in Ann Arbor is 1760 Traver
Rd.
WILLIAM SMART is the author of a
satirical sketch on academic life which
appears in the Autumn 1962 Kenyan
Review. Mr. Smart teaches in the de
partment of English at Skidmore College.
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Thomas Duke
605 E. Main St.
Geneva, O.

I)R. R. MICHAEL SLY has assumed
chief residency of the pediatric depart
ment in the new medical center at The
University of Kentucky. He and his wife
are living in Lexington at 150 St. William
Dr.
ROBERT FULLWOOD and Tsuruko
Takamiyagi were married in Okinawa on
July 2. Mr. Fullwood is a lieutenant in
the Air Force.
ROBERT ROWE received his M.B.A.
degree from Indiana University on June 4.
ROBERT HUDEC and his wife bccame the parents of a daughter, Kathcrine,
on August 13.
CHARLES MIGNON has an assistantship this year in the English department
at The University of Connecticut. He
writes that he is "working on a disserta
tion on Edward Taylor and expect to
have it done in time to graduate next
June."
ROBERT CLARK is employed in the
editorial department of Life. His home
address is 279 W. Fourth St., New
York 14.
HOWARD RUSSELL has joined the
staff of the First Congregational Church
in Columbus, O. He is serving as min
ister of youth and Christian education.
JOSEPH MALOF is an instructor in
English at The University of Texas.

GEORGE HALLOCK recently re
ceived his M.A. degree in business admin
istration from Rutgers University. Mr.
Hallock is employed by Hoffman-LaRoche
in Nutley, N.J.
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J. Thomas Rouland
307 N. George Mason Dr.
Arlington, Va.

K. GARRETT MASON and Merilee
Harden of Athena, Ore., announced their
engagement in August. Mr. Mason is
employed in the lamp department of the
General Electric Company in Portland.
BIRCHARD FURLONG has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in the
Air Force.
He is now stationed at
Chanutc Air Force Base, 111., as an ad
ministrative officer.
BARENT GJELSNESS is serving this
year as a lecturer in the English depart
ment at The University of Southern
California.
JOHN WILCOX has been appointed
regional controller (for the southern half
of Texas) of Allstate Insurance Com
pany. His office is in Houston and his
new home address is 5825 Imogene,
Houston 36.
DANIEL BUMS I LAD is in North
Africa studying its history and politics
and in particular the civil service system
in Morocco. He ,s the recipient of a
grant from the International Academic
Research Institute of Baltimore. His current address is 8, rue Imam El Aloussi,
(ex-Lt. Garret), Casablanca.
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ALLARDYCE was ordained
to the hpiscopal diaconate in June and is
now serving as assistant at Christ Church
in Springfield, O. He received his divinity degree from the Church Divinity
School of the Pacific in May.
THOMAS JENKINS is instructor in
mathematics at Michigan State University
in Oakland.
WILLIAM YETTER and Margaret
Marie Rogers of Carmel, Calif., an
nounced their engagement in June.
ERNEST NOREHAD received his
M.D. degree from The University of
Chicago last spring. He is now training
in general surgery at the Cornell Univer
sity, New York Hospital Medical Center
in New York.
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Robert Price
2639 Parma Rd.
Philadelphia

DONALD BIVENS and Jean Ann
Gerko of Byesville, O., were married at
Holy Trinity Church in that community
on August 18. Mr. Bivens received the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Educa-
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tion from The Ohio State University on
Hugh Gage
June 8.
194 Boulder Trail
Brooxville, N.Y.
JULIUS RICHTER was graduated
from Jefferson Medical College in June.
WILLIAM BEESE and Sally Ann Jack
He is interning at the U.S. Naval Hos
son of Congress Lake, O., were married
pital in Charleston, S.C.
on June 16 at Trinity Lutheran Church,
JOHN TITCHENER and Louise
in Canton, O. The best man was JOHN
Fiorell of Detroit were married in Ann
BEESE, JR., '58. Mr. and Mrs. Beese
Arbor, Mich., on August 20.
are living in North Canton at 7304
TODD BENDER is an instructor in
Beverly Ave.
Greek and in English language and lit
CARL MORELAND received an LL.B.
erature at Dartmouth.
degree (with High Distinction) from
STEPHEN CHAVIN received his Ohio Northern University College of
M.D. degree from The University of
Law on June 3.
Rochester last spring.
RALPH KENNEDY, III, has joined
NIELS EWING is employed in the the Ohio Bell Telephone Company in
advertising and sales department of the Cleveland.
Oscar Ewing Dairy, Inc.
CHARLES DEAFENBAUGH and
DAVID MORGAN and Fran<,oise Paula Anne Patterson of Bay Village, O.,
Valentine Johnson of New Canaan, Conn., were married at the Bay Presbyterian
announced their engagement in June.
Church on August 4.
WARE SMITH is doing graduate
DONALD PEPPERS received his
LL.B. degree from The Ohio State Uni work at The University of California at
Berkeley.
versity on June 8.
DAVID BRAY has been commissioned
HOWE STIDGER has joined the staff
a
second
lieutenant in the Air Force. He
of Union Savings and Loan Company in
Cleveland as assistant advertising and is stationed at Kincheloc Air Force Base
in Michigan.
public relations manager.
J. KEMP FULLER, JR., and Susan
DEAN BURGESS and Capitola MarWolff Ratcliffe of Sewickley, Pa., were
guerite Barco of Virginia Beach, Va., anmarried at St. Stephen's Episcopal Church
nounced their engagement in July.
„radult<. work in that community in midsummer.
JOHN KEENE js doi
EDMUND SPR ANKLE is an under
J
His
a, The Univcrsity of Wisconsin.
writer for State Farm Mutual Insurance
addrcss j, ,,, Stc'Hj
Court Madison
Company. He is living in Oakland, Calif.
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DAVID G. CLARK received an LL.B.
JOHN RICHARDS and Darlene Ann
Mudge of North Kingstown, R.I., were degree from Western Reserve University
married at St. Bernard's Church in Wick- on June 13.
/• 1 ™ »
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ford> RP» on September 29.
DONALD McCREERY and Catherine
Mr. Richafjs js a physical education instructor at
Ann Geary of Tamworth, New South
,he ,nstitufc 'of , ivi
in Hartford, Conn,
Wales, Australia, announced their en
t_T- I- I
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gagement
in September.
JAMES PARSONS ,s teaching English
at Nazarc,h ColIe*e » R<*hcstCT. N.Y.
CECIL GRIMES was recently commisRichard Kerr
s'oncd a secontl iieutcnant m thc Rcgular
General Theological Seminary
Chelsea Square
Army.
New York
DONALD BLY has received a Ph.D.
dc#reC from. Purdue
MICHAEL ASHCRAFT and Carol
University. His
graduate work was done in analytical Frances Dick of North Providence, R.I.,
chemistry. He is now doing post-doctor announced their engagement in June.
ate research at the university in the syn
DAVID GURY and Judith Elaine
thesis and analytical application of certain Hansen of Western Springs, III., were
new pyrimidine compounds.
married on August 11. Mr. Gury is em
THOMAS TERUYA received his M.D. ployed at the Abbott Laboratories in
degree from Hahnemann Medical College North Chicago.
and Hospital of Philadelphia on June 7.
LAMAR HILL is teaching English and
He is interning at the Queen's Hospital ancient history this year at the University
School in Cleveland.
in Honolulu.
PHILIP LEVERING received his MasWALTER EDELMAN, JR., was ordained to the Episcopal diaconate at the ter of Science in Library Science degree
Cathedral of St. John the Divine in from Western Reserve University on June
New York on June 9, and is now serving 13.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY and Maras a curate at Christ Church in Tarrytown,
N.Y. He received an S.T.B. degree from garet Jean Campbell of Silver Lake, O.,
the General Theological Seminary on announced their engagement in May.
BRUCE OVERMIER and Judith Ann
May 23.
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Smith of Columbus, O., were married at work at The University of Michigan. He
the North Broadway Methodist Church is the recipient of a fellowship there.
in that city on August 19. Mr. Overmier
ROBERT MURDOCK and Deborah
is working toward a Ph.D. degree at The Dale Harrah of San Francisco were mar
University of Pennsylvania.
ried at the Episcopal Cathedral in that
JAMES RAMBEAU and Christina city on September 15. They are now
Muir of Glendale, O., were married at living in San Francisco at 3028 Jackson
Christ Church in that community on St.
June 22.
CHARLES FRUTIG and Shari Lyn
PETER RECTOR received an M.B.A. Smith of Rocky River, O., announced
degree from Cornell University last their engagement in June.
spring. He is now associated with his
PAUL ABBOTT received the degree
father in Newport Creamery, Inc., New- of Master of Arts in Teaching from Har
port, R.I.
vard in June. He is now a member of
JAMES ROBERTS is teaching English the faculty at Staples High School in
to Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans at the Westport, Conn.
U.S. Army Training Center in San Juan.
HAROLD BRAGG is teaching social
RICHARD SCHORI spent last sum- studies this year in the Cleveland public
mer attending a special mathematics ses school system.
sion sponsored by the National Science
LARRY HOFER is in his second year
Foundation at The University of Roth- at the Hamma Divinity School.
ester.
JOHN HAZEITON graduated in
DAVID STRIDSBERG TAYLOR is June from the Naval Officer Candidate
attending New York University. His School in Newport, R.I.
home address is 6 3 Ave. D, New York 9.
GILMAN KING and Marcia Ellen
CHRISTOPHER SPEETH was the Bender of Cleveland were married in that
subject of an article, "Sophocles in the city on June 17.
Slums," in the August 24 issue of Time.
DONALD DOERGE recently received
Mr. Speeth is teaching at the Chester A. his U.S. Air Force navigator wings. He
Arthur School in Philadelphia, "where is now stationed at Mather Air Force Base
more than 40% of the people are on in California.
relief and illegitimacy is common." He
has introduced his students to Eliot,
Martin Skinner
116 Highland St.
Yeats, Shakespeare, and has also estab
West Newton, Mass.
lished a children's theatre which has pro
duced such plays as Cocteau's Orphee and
PAUL HEINZERLING and Barbara
the Yeats version of Oedipus Rex. Time Mansfield of Elyria, O., were married in
notes that the premise behind these edu that city on June 16.
cational innovations is "that a child who
ROY WALKER is working for Lock
can look, figuratively, over the horizons heed Missiles and Space Company.
of a slum will get out of it." And the
SAMUEL RICHMOND and Lucia
magazine concludes: "Speeth has lifted Cary Curtis of Mount Vernon, O., were
the horizon to the loftiest levels of liter married at the Church of the Holy Spirit
ary and artistic achievement—and has on the campus on September 4.
made an exemplary success of it."
ALBERT SHUCKRA is employed as
Late Note: in mid-October Mr. Speeth an AB 1962-tax auditor in the Buffalo
was dropped from the faculty
the district of the Internal Revenue Service.
Arthur School because he lacked educa
PAUL NIEMEYER and Susan Jane
tion course credits required for full certi Kinley announced their engagement in
fication as a public school teacher in midsummer.
Pennsylvania.
JEFFREY SLADE is a rookie with the
GILBERT SPERRY received a master's Chicago Zephyrs of the National Basket
degree in history from Stanford Univer ball Association.
sity on June 17. Mr. Sperry is a technical
HOWARD POLISH and Annette
writer for Douglas Aircraft in Culver Claire Winter of Cleveland Heights, O.,
City, Calif.
announced their engagement in August.
WILLIAM SINIFF is teaching mathematics at Bucyrus (O.) High School.
C. ROBERT DUDGEON is doing
graduate work in mathematics at the Case
ARTHUR GRAVES and Judith Ann Institute of Technology.
Bartlett of Mount Vernon, O., were mar
GARY KOST and Elizabeth Louise
ried at the Kenyon College chapel on Banning of Mount Vernon, O., an
September 15. Mr. Graves is enrolled nounced their engagement in July.
this year in the College of Law at The
JOHN HALL and Janet Elaine Nich
Ohio State University.
ols of Ransomville, N.Y., were married
HARRY SPAIN, JR., is doing graduate on August 25 at the Baptist Church in
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that community. Mr. Hall is serving now
as a vice consul and secretary in the
Diplomatic Service.
BRUCE BARBER is employed in the
cost department of the Lamson Corpora
tion in Syracuse, N.Y. He and his wife
are living at 701 Bear St. in that city.
IVAN ROLLIT and Beverly Sue Gardner of Mount Vernon, O., announced
their engagement in September.
RICHARD ADELMAN and Lynn
Richman of Elkins Park, Pa., announced
their engagement in August.
NATHAN WITHINGTON and June
Elise Hamilton of Plymouth, Mass., were
married in October.
JOHN COUPLAND is studying this
year at the Kirksville College of Osteo
pathy and Surgery.
DONALD LANGLOIS is recovering
from a severe case of nephritis. He was
taken ill shortly after registering at the
General Theological Seminary in New
York, and was rushed to St. Luke's Hospital in that city. It will be a year before
he can return to his studies at General.
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BEXLEY
NOTES

THE REV. HARRY HADLEY, Bex.
'13, was installed as rector emeritus of St.
James's Episcopal Church in Bradley
Beach, N.J., in late spring. Mr. Hadley
came to St. James's in 1942 as priest-incharge. He served as rector there from
1946, when the mission became a selfsupporting parish, until his retirement in
December 1956.
THE REV. ERIC TASMAN, '14, Bex.
'17, retired as rector of the Church of
the Holy Communion in South Orange,
N.J., in August. He should now be
addressed at 120 S. Harrison St. in East
Orange.
THE RT. REV. JAMES DeWOLFE,
'17, Bex. '19, was the subject of a profile
in a recent issue of Garden City (N.Y.)
Newsday. The article dealt particularly
with Bishop DeWolfe's favorite hobby,
fishing. He "can catch a fish where no
one else can get a bite," according to his
Suffragan in the Diocese of Long Island.
"Nobody can touch him. He fishes near
his summer home in Port Jefferson, off
Montauk, out in the Sound, anywhere
there's a piece of water and a line."
THE REV. CHARLES HERING, Bex.
'25, observed in May the twentieth anni
versary of his installation as rector of
Old Trinity Church in Tiffin, O. A guest
preacher at the church in July was THE
REV. JOHN ZIMMERMAN, '29, Bex.

'29. Mr. Zimmerman, who is now on the
staff of the Anglican Archbishop in Jeru
salem, was in Tiffin for a brief visit with
his mother.
THE RT. REV. PHILIP McNAIRY,
'32, Bex. '34, received the degree of
Doctor of Laws from Lake Erie College
in June. The citation said in part:
"Implicit in two words, challenge and
response, is the posture of Philip F. McNairy. Explicit is a series of encounters
between Christ and a man, in which the
Master challenges and the man responds."
Bishop McNairy also delivered Lake
Erie's baccalaureate sermon. His daugh
ter Judith was a member of the graduat
ing class.
THE REV. CHARLES STIRES, *32,
Bex. '35, has been elected head of the
department of promotion in the Diocese
of Central New York.
THE REV. DONALD HULSTRAND,
Bex. '53, became rector of St. Mark's
Church in North Canton, O., on August
1. He was formerly on the staff of the
Breck School in Minneapolis.
THE REV. WILLIAM WATSON,
Bex. '53, and his wife became the parents
of their first child, William Breese, Jr.,
on September 7. One of the godparents
is THE REV. HAROLD LUXON, also
Bex. '53, of Rosebud, S.D. Mr. Watson
is rector of Trinity Church in Lander,
Wyo.
THE REV. JOSEPH LEO, JR., Bex.
'54, became rector on September 1 of
Christ Church in Bridgeport, Pa. He
served formerly as assistant at the Church
of the Redeemer in Bryn Mawr.
THE REV. CHARLES MARTIN, Bex.
'55, became rector of All Saints' Church
in Rosedale, Pa., in September.
THE REV. THEODORE BOWERS,
Bex. '55, resigned as priest-in-charge at
Trinity Church in Fostoria, O., on Octo
ber 1. He has accepted a call to Christ
Church in Medway, Mass.
THE REV. GILBERT LAIDLAW,
Bex. '55, became vicar of Christ Church
in Calumet, Mich., on September 1. His
new address is 339 Pewabic St., Larium.
Mr. I.aidlaw served formerly at Holy
Apostles' Church in Perry, N.Y.
THE REV. WELSH TESTER, Bex.
'56, became rector on August 1 of St.
Luke's Church in Lincolnton, N.C. He
was formerly vicar at Trinity Church in
Spruce Pine, N.C.
THE REV. ALBERT CHAPPELEAR,
'53, Bex. '56, exchanged parishes in Au
gust with the rector of St. Mary's Church
in Weldon, Corby, Northants., England.
Mr. Chappelear is rector of the Church
of Our Saviour in Mechanicsburg, O.
THE REV. RALPH DARLING, Bex.
'57, has become curate at St. Peter's

PHINEAS RANDOLPH, *31, died on
September 23 at City Hospital in East
Liverpool, O. Mr. Randolph had Op
erateel a real estate agency in East Liverpool for twenty-five years. He was active
at St. Stephen's Episcopal Church and
with Masonic Lodge 681, the Kiwanis"
Club, and the Order of Woodmen of
America. His wife survives him. He
was 57.
ROBERT CLAYTON, '37, died on
July 9 as the result of injuries received
in an automobile accident earlier in the
year. Until the sale of his business in
1961, Mr Clayton was president of
Clayton Consolidated Parking Lots, Inc.,
in Dayton, O. He was a former trustee
and member of the building fund com
mittee at Fairmont Presbyterian Church,
and was also active in various fraternal
organizations. A daughter survives him.
He was 47.
THOMAS THACKERY, III, '38, died
in May in the crash of a private plane
en route from Phoenix, Ariz!, to Chicago.
He was co-partner in a firm of manu
facturing representatives. His partner,
who was also killed, was pilot of the
plane. Surviving Mr. Thackery are his
wife, a son, and two daughters. He
was 46.
ALLAN VAUGHN, '39, died at
Akron City Hospital on September 24.
Before illness forced his retirement, Mr.
Vaughn was secretary of the Vaughn
Machinery Company in Cuyahoga Falls,
O. Surviving him are his father, Leland,
'04, his mother, two brothers, and a sister.
He was 45.
EDWIN ARTHUR KRAFT, Hon.
'54, died at the age of 79 on July 15.
Except during part of 1914 and 1915,
he was organist at Trinity Episcopal
Cathedral in Cleveland from 1907 until
his retirement in 1959. Mr. Kraft was
nationally known for his organ composi
tions and recitals, and for his arrange
ments of organ scores and choir and
choral numbers. His second wife and
A BT_C
X X LJ -A. JtC I K .1 two children by his first marriage survive
him.

Church in Lakewood, O. He was for
merly rector of Trinity Church in Coshoc
ton, O.
THE REV. THOMAS HUGHES, Bex.
'58, and his wife became the parents of
a son, David George, on June 24. Mr.
Hughes has assumed charge of St. Mark's
Parish in Lake City, Minn. He was
formerly canon of the Cathedral Church
of St. Andrew in Honolulu.
THE REV. NEIL ROLLER, Bex. '59,
is rector of Trinity Church in Coshocton,
O., succeeding THE REV. RALPH
DARLING (see above).
THE REV. JOHN BROWNFIELD,
Bex. '59, became vicar on September 1
of two California parishes: Trinity, Sut
ter Creek, and St. Luke's, Gait. He served
formerly at Trinity Church in Hunting
ton, W. Va.
THE REV. P. V. GEORGE, Bex. '60,
and his wife became the parents of a
daughter, Leela Jean, on September 23.
The Georges' home is in Bradford, Vt.
THE REV. ROBERT MASON, JR.,
Bex. '60, is doing graduate work at
Princeton in preparation for taking a
Th.D. degree from the university.
THE REV. WILLIAM SENTER, III,
Bex. '61, was ordained to the priesthood
on April 25. Mr. Senter serves at St.
James's Church in Knoxville, Tenn.
THE REV. ROBERT PIPER, Bex. '62,
is serving on the staff of the Church of
St. Edward in Columbus, O.
THE REV. DOUGLAS THEUNF.R,
Bex. '62, is resident curate at St. Peter's
Church in Ashtabula, O.
THE REV. WILLIAM BAKER. Bex.
'62, is assistant at St. Thomas' Church in
Terrace Park, O.
THE REV. WILLIAM HAMM, Bex.
'62, is in charge of the Episcopal Mission
in Bridgeport, Mich. He is living at
3275 S. Washington St. in Saginaw.

Xj

J

AY HIGBEE, KMA, '01, died in
Cleveland on August 6 at the age
of 83. Prior to his retirement eight
years ago, Mr. Higbce operated his own
realty firm for a half century. His wife
and two daughters survive him.
CAREY KINNEY, '08, died at his
home in Pittsfield, Mass., on June 3. Mr.
Kinney was associated with the Kinney
Worsted Yarn Company in Pittsfield.
GORDON AGNEW, '11, died at
Brooklyn (N.Y.) Hospital on September
22. Mr. Agnew was a retired U.S. Navy
inspector of navigation materials. He is
survived by his wife and a son, Gordon,
Jr., '42.

L ATE WORD HAS BEEN RECEIVED OF THE
deaths of EDWARD TYNG, T6,
HARRY KRAUS, '23, JAMES CAULEY, '23, JAMES WEST, '25, and
WILLARD ABBOTT, II, '43. Mr. Tyng
died on May 7, 1955, at the age of 59.
For many years he was an accountant in
Buffalo. Mr. Cauley died recently but
we have no other information except that
his home was in Evanston, III. Mr. West
died on August 30, 1959, just short of
his 54 birthday. He is survived by his
wife, two daughters, and a son. We have
no information about the deaths of Mr.
Kraus and Mr. Abbott.
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McBRIDE FIELD

Dedication day, October 13: Kenyan vs. Capital
(For other photographs, see pages 23-4)
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